Logline: Dreama suffers a (NDE) near death experience, and slipped into a comatose for a year and a half. She awakened to a challenging world and learns to let Christ guide her with help from a little nun named Sister Sally whom goes astray with her new gang.
ACT 1.

Come join Dreama as she discovers that she not only suffered a comatose, but her real name is Victoria Pencock. She was once married to Charles Pencock and lived in Winchester, Tennessee, but had a bad car crash resulting in aphasia. She tumbles through a whirlwind of confusion and befriends a nun named Sister Sally whom helps her pray for her sanity. She visits a nun covenant and learns to pray for what she wants in life. God certainly gives her friends back. Brenda befriends her, and finds her long lost mother was in a state mental institute. Their life develops in Hollywood where stardom and fame caption their beauty in a movie called Diamonds & Emeralds; Mansion of Murders a dream which Dreama dreamt while she was in a comatose. She’s torn through turmoil to only discover that she is living a Christian life, but has flashbacks of her previous life before...

ACT 2.

Dreama and Murdocks life bring two beautiful children; Holly and Shane. They are a ton of fun and begin to develop a tight friendship with the gang and their children as well. The children grow up and enter a USA Beauty Pageant. Events occur and they find stardom in Hollywood, a jealous rivalry develops between Dreama and Becky Sue over Murdock. A becoming witch uses spells and magic potions to make Becky Sue downright ugly. Dreama discovers Murdock Manson is from a dangerous family and the state of Tennessee continues to search for her as a disoriented delusional patient from the Snake Queens Bend State Institute.

ACT 3.

The Hollywood movie stars begin a second movie; The Haunting of the Pirates Treasure in which a beautiful gypsy witch is a palm reader
and steals the diamond and emerald jewelry as she takes on traits and characteristics of the pirates. They swap mates in this film as the stars become confused and mixed up with their crazy carnal lust. Thanksgiving brings turmoil for Brooke as she suffered a car crash and almost had her legs amputated. Her husband, Mike loses State Senator as he suffered aphasia. The gang prays hard in difficult times for Brooke and Buster to heal. A celebration party with the all-star cast includes the little Sister Sally whom gets drugged by mistake and hallucinates with the taxidermy animals. Sister Sally meets James and becomes engaged as she loses Mother Madison in this hilarious novel which takes a spinning twist as the state of Tennessee finds Dreama and institutionalized her in a nut house with doll mannequins to seduce.

To Walk A Christian Path
EXT. HOSPITAL ROOM  (Dreama, main star awakens from a comatose)

We see Dreama in a hospital bed with wings on her sitting up talking to her husband Charles Pencock. She suffered from a car crash resulting in a comatose for a year and a half, suddenly alert.

DREAMA
I was cutting paper dolls when I realized SNOWFLAKES fell on the window pane, they were shaped like perfect Diamonds and Emeralds.

CHARLES
It’s just a miracle that you woke up from that COMA

DREAMA
And if dreams could come true I’d do anything to have a continuation of that dream only in REAL LIFE, the same FRIENDS I had in the comatose dream. Like an all-star cast.

CHARLES
Oh you! You belong right here, with me and GIMPY, I’m just lucky to get you AWAKE and in one piece!
DREAMA

It’s just a matter of time
that I lay my head back down
on my PILLOW and see the PRECIOUS
friends in my dream!

CHARLES

No you stay AWAKE now, for me,
you’re my WIFE!
I need you cognitively well
and oriented.

DREAMA

No! I want to lay down and get
back into a deep SLUMBER and see
Sophie and Brenda, I need to tell
them something.

CHARLES

Who are THEY? People whom you
dreamt while you were
in your comatose?

DREAMA

Yes, and I LOVE them, I need
to find MURDOCK. I need to lay
my little head down on my pillow
and dream MURDOCK. I want to HUG
him and kiss him all over! I’ll
KISS him! I LOVE HIM!

CHARLES

Yes you’re in LOVE with a man
In your SLUMBER, now you stay
AWAKE and LOVE me your HUSBAND.
I FED you when you were here, in
the HOSPITAL and we OWN a HOME!
I gave you a DIAMOND RING. Now
you’re MARRIED to me.

PSYCHIATRIST

Is she READY to be DISMISSED and
become an OUTPATIENT for REHABILITA-
TION treatment and memory lapses.
Therapy? She has flashbacks from the
past and is only led by her DREAMS so
I think a little THERAPY will improve her COGNITION.

3.

CHARLES
So she’s ready to go home? Can she drive a CAR? What about the MEMORY LAPSES? her name is Victoria Pencock, but she tells me she is DREAMA MONTGOMERY from her comatose DREAMS. How will she survive in A MAKE-BELIEVE WORLD? Other than that I’m going to allow her to be released today.

CUT TO:

INT. CHARLES AND VICTORIA’S MANSION        EVENING

DREAMA
Oh my GOD, who am I? Am I Victoria Pencock or am I DREAMA MONTGOMERY? (She looks into the large glass MIRROR in her bedroom where she was once married to Charles and lived with him.) I can’t get my MEMORY back! Oh somebody help me I can’t THINK! I can’t even think who this Charles is. Where am I, and how did I get here out in the COUNTRY in this beautiful VICTORIAN mansion She screams out loud to her MACAW.

GIMPY
Who am I? Where am I and HOW did I get this big LOG CABIN? Whose beautiful OILS and oil pastels do these belong too? The talking bird echoes. Do you have a GUN?
DREAMA

What are you a spy? Do you have a GUN? Dreama mocks him back. No I have a GUN. What is your name?

GIMPY

GIMPY is my name, are you a MURDERESS?

DREAMA

Not so quick, let’s get acquainted! Nope I am not a MURDERESS! Don’t you be afraid as we become acquainted.

GIMPY

We are already ACQUAINTED. You are my rightful OWNER, and I live in you, I’m your mind my name is GIMPY.

DREAMA

You are my mind? You mean to tell me a BIRD Lives in my MIND and knows everything I experience?

MACAW GIMPY

Yes you and I were in a COMATOSE STATE and lived in a MANSION with twelve people, all murderers too. It was just a dream though, I like my DREAM SLUMBER more than here. Yes I dreamt that I lived in a mansion and held a BABY in my ARMS all the TIME.

GIMPY

You meant to get me pregnant with a friend named TOMMY, but somehow you wrecked and slipped into a COMATOSE for a YEAR and a half, and DREAMT the whole thing!

CUT TO:

INT. TRACY CITY MOUNTAIN HILLBILLY CAFÉ NIGHT
Dreama showers quickly and gets in her CORVETTE and heads toward The MOUNTAIN of Tracy City, Tennessee.

MURDOCK
(Jumps out of a big Hops truck)
Oh what a beautiful GAL! You look like a girl I would like to take home to MOTHER and MARRY with a big Diamond RING and live HAPPILY ever after.

DREAMA
(Leaning into him.) What’s your Name?

MURDOCK
My names MURDOCK.

DREAMA
Ohhhhh, my name is DREAMA, DREAMA MONTGOMERY.

MURDOCK
Do you want to live wild and DANGEROUSLY?

DREAMA
Yes I do! can I have you. Do you have a Ciggerette?

MURDOCK
Where are you going in that CORVETTE?

DREAMA
Just CRUISING, do you want to go to a pub?

MURDOCK
Yes let’s GO.

Dreama wonders what’s WRONG with her and why she responded with the name Dreama, her name is Victoria Pencock.
DREAMA
What town is this?

MURDOCK
Tracy City, Tennessee!

DREAMA
Oh sounds like a GOOD DREAM.

MURDOCK
Yes, I hope all mine COME TRUE.

DREAMA
You seem familiar to me, live
Déjà vu like a dream, you are
MURDOCK from my dreams.

MURDOCK
Let’s take a seat at the bar
It is filled with chandeliers
and mauve wall paper. The music
played by NATALIE COLE: UNFORGETTABLE.
it was from ole times and it is so
ROMANTIC. Can I buy you a drink?

DREAMA
Yes, I’ll have a HIGHBALL, Tell
me all about yourself MURDOCK.

MURDOCK
I’m a SHY LONER type of guy looking
for a SERIOUS partner to share my life
with.

DREAMA
Oh are you MARRIED?

MURDOCK
No, I’m not and never had been, but
I’m so LOOKING forward in developing
this FRIENDSHIP into a ROMANCE

DREAMA
Not quick…let’s get ACQUAINTED as
DREAMA glances at the DIAMOND RING
and wedding band on her finger.
MURDOCK
Are you MARRIED?

DREAMA
I guess not, I mean I don’t know
If I am or not I mean I woke up
In this BIG HOME with a big TALKING
Bird.

MURDOCK
Huh, you don’t know if you’re married
or not? What’s that big DIAMOND RING
on your finger stand for?

DREAMA
I don’t know what is it doing on my
finger. And who put it there.

MURDOCK
Beats me, did you steal it?

DREAMA
No, I mean yes, I mean no, I mean you
are so cute, I don’t want to lose you!

MURDOCK
Well who are you wearing that big
DIAMOND RING for?

DREAMA
I got it form a fish that a friend
scaled and cut open. This diamond ring
was inside a FISH... SKELATONS, a Skelaton
baby, the treasure in the lake we found
a catfish with a Diamond RING inside it.

MURDOCK
Ok look lady, I’m looking for a more
serious partner to develop a LOVE with,
A relationship with someone SINGLE not
an ole MARRIED DAME with a CATFISH STORY.

DREAMA
Oh, I understand, I’m at a loss for
WORDS. I don’t even know what I’m doing
in Tracy City! Victoria Pencock is my real
name, and Dreama Montgomery was my name in my COMATOSE slumber.

MURDOCK
Here comes our FOOD I’m Hungry.

DREAMA
Well I’m scared. I don’t even know why I’m here in TRACY CITY, it’s as if a spirit drove me here!

MURDOCK
Tracy City is nowhere to be after dark being as BEAUTIFUL as you are, you might get mugged wearing that big DIAMOND RING.

DREAMA
Uhm, I wonder if I have some IDENTIFICATION in this PURSE of mine.

MURDOCK
No you’re joking I mean are you fooling me?

DREAMA
Here it is right here. My NAME is VICTORIA PENCOCK I live on OLD MURREL ROAD, and I’m someone’s wife.

MURDOCK
Oh my God, lady, I’ve been told I look like Clyde Barrow, but you’re my best actress; BONNIE PARKER!

DREAMA
Well after the comatose I have MEMORY LAPSES.

MURDOCK
Let’s go to this ADDRESS. I want to check it out and see who the hell you are!

DREAMA
Yes, I keep dreaming that my HEAD got
SHOT OFF and I wake up with this BEAUTIFUL Self in the MIRROR then my HEAD turns into a Styrofoam MOLD of a HEADSHAPED with screws attached to my head with a GHOST SPIRIT of a young lad whom got shot several years ago.

MURDOCK
You know that you are a very BEAUTIFUL gal don’t you?

DREAMA
Yes I’ve been told often.

FADE SCENE

CUT TO:

EXT. IN CAR T-BONE JALOPY DRIVING TOWARDS DREAMAS MANSION night

MURDOCK
Here it is your ADDRESS, this must be your HOUSE stay in the car, I’ll go knock on the DOOR and see who lives here. ( He notices a sign at the door reading OIL PAINTINGS POSE FOR FREE ) (Dreama scoots down in the car hiding)
CHARLES
Hello, HOW can I help you?

MURDOCK
Hi, I’m lost, and a YOUNG gal that lives here asked me to POSE for some OIL PAINTINGS, she said she’s an artist.

CHARLES
That’s my crazy wife she’s a FAMOUS ARTIST before she had a car crash and slipped into a COMA for a year and a half. She’s not back yet. She
should be here any MOMENT.

MURDOCK
Oh, I’m sorry about your wife slipping into a coma, I just came by for a sitting to get my picture painted in OILS. That’s the saddest story I ever heard.

CHARLES
Yes, so SAD. I guess I’d better call the TENNESSEE STATE POLICE so they can be on the look out for her. GOOD NIGHT.

FADE SCENE

CUT TO:

EXT BACK IN CAR    MOMENTS LATER             NIGHT

MURDOCK
(Murdock meets Dreama back in the car)
I found out WHO you are. Your husband said that you had a car crash and suffered a stroke and a COMATOSE and was in the STATE MENTAL INSTITUTE for a year and a half, your name is VICTORIA PENCOCK you’re a 34 year old artist whom has APHASIA. You got cognitive ISSUES and are very DISORIENTED. It means that when you got out of bed this morning you didn’t KNOW who you were and got in the car and drove to town and took up with me! END OF STORY.

DREAMA
Oh, Uh huh, now where too?

MURDOCK
I could take you to my home in TRACY CITY.
Ok, there’s the big dipper and the MILKY WAY there’s the LITTLE DIPPER and there’s ORION the HUNTER.

MURDOCK
Here’s my HOME an old VICTORIAN CASTLE with COBWEBS and SPIDERS.

He turns on the TV as the newscaster Blares: A missing young DEBU TAUNT had been released from the Franklin County hospital after suffering a comatose for a year and a half. She’s DERANGED and scared, she’s FRAIL and may have DEMENTIA if you find VICTORIA PENCOCK bring her to the HOSPITAL or the STATE INSTITUTE.

DREAMA
Are they talking about little ole me?

MURDOCK
I guess ! Isn’t this EXCITING? A psychiatric ward is where you come from. You were supposed to be at home but you escaped this MORNING.

DREAMA
I don’t remember anything just a very large TALKING BIRD, not a Tennessee MOCKING bird. Oh it was mimicking me as I DRESSED. It drove me CRAZY so I left and my car just took me to TRACY CITY. It’s as if though a spirit lives in me and took me to the mountain.

MURDOCK
Something EMBEDDED, something scary, oh I see like a HAUNTING.

DREAMA
While I was in my COMATOSE I had a dream and you RESEMBLED the guy in my DREAMS, his name was Murdock. He looked just like you!

MURDOCK
Look ALIKE, hell. I’m the real McCoy!
DREAMA
Oh. Murdock McCoy, that’s a COOL name.

MURDOCK
No Murdock MANSON.

DREAMA
Oh. Murdock Manson, even cooler, well I must have met you in my DREAM SLUMBER.

MURDOCK
Nah, I never met you. You are from your own DREAMS! I would of REMEMBERED you!

DREAMA
Really, I seen you in my dreams after a friend named Jake took me FISHING and we caught a CATFISH and it had a DIAMOND RING in it. The gang joined us later where we found 2-3 treasure chests, jewelry, diamonds, and emeralds PIRATES EYEPATCH, a pirates GUN, a OUIJA BOARD, skeletons, a skeleton BABY...

MURDOCK
Where is the DIAMOND RING now along with the jewelry, the PIRATES STUFF?

DREAMA
Well that’s just it haven’t you been listening? It was all just one big dream. I’ll be a diamond and you be an EMERALD they go together.

MURDOCK
Well let’s make it come true. Let’s go ROB a Bank and get the LOOT, load it up, and move to CALIFORNIA.

DREAMA
Ok, sounds like fun! All’s I remember is my comatose dream ‘cause it’s more immediate. I don’t remember being Victoria Pancok and married to Charles or being an oil painter. Ok we can rob banks and jewelry STORES across the southern states and ESCAPE to Hollywood, California.
MURDOCK
Ok, sounds like organized CRIME, we can specialize in stealing DIAMONDS & EMERALDS. Oh I can feel them in my hands right NOW, huh?

THEY PROCEED TO THE CAR TO ROB A BANK IN A NEARBY SHOPPING MALL.

CUT TO:

Int. BANK IN THE MALL          DAY          MOMENTS LATER

DREAMA
Let’s wear these MASKS of animals and WIGS to disguise ourselves.

MURDOCK
Let’s empty out this VAULT into the sacks then head out to CALIFORNIA and ROB banks in every city, it’ll be fun.

DREAMA
Since we’re in a DISGUISE we will never be CAUGHT de ja vu. I keep having FLASHBACKS that we’ve been in this bank BEFORE, but we’re just a bank away from the NEXT and last bank only RICHER.

MURDOCK
Now you are not ever GOING to leave me and RETURN to Charles your husband are you?

DREAMA
No, because BEFORE I had awakened from my comatose dream GOD told me that he was giving me MURDOCK to spend my LIFE
with.

MURDOCK
We should go back to your HOUSE to get your MACAW, and OIL PAINTINGS, easel and your little puppy TIGER so your MEMORY will come back."

CUT TO:

INT. DRIVE FROM BANK FINALLY CALIFORNIA CASTLE TOWER   DAYS LATER

DREAMA
Let’s fix up this CASTLE TOWER, I’m dying to explore HOLLYWOOD. We’ll get the PETS later.

MURDOCK
I’m glad we made it to California and bought this big twin CASTLE TOWER home. How much MONEY do we have left?

DREAMA
TWO MILLION DOLLARS, I want you to go to town and get me some SUNFLOWER SEEDS. And pick up some GROCERIES I would like to cook dinner. I will CLEAN this place up. The tower must be THREE hundred years old.

MURDOCK
We drove ten DAYS here and all those BANKS we robbed was FUN. I am excited. I will SURPRISE you, be back in an hour.

FADE CASTLE SCENE  
CUT TO:
INT. DOWNTOWN HOLLYWOOD      MOMENTS LATER      SAME DAY

MURDOCK
Hi, I would like to buy a PUPPY for my girlfriend. And your YARD furniture and blue DISH set sale is great!

BRENDA
Yes, you can buy this PATIO furniture and have my PUPPY NOODLES, the BLUE DISHSET is $55.dollars. NOODLES was tearing up the couches. He’s YOURS take him!

MURDOCK
At least your honest, I’ll take him. You can come over to the TWIN TOWER castle and visit him ANYTIME of the day. You must meet my girlfriend and BEFRIEND her.

CUT TO:

EXT. FADE YARD SALE SCENE      MOMENTS AGO      DAY

MURDOCK
Honey I’m home. I bought you some dishes and a PATIO SET along with... surprise a chi wawa puppy. Named Noodles. I found a yard sale and this GORGEOUS BLONDE gave me her puppy, and sold me some stuff for the
house. Her name was BRENDA I told her she could visit anytime so you can have a good GIRLFRIEND she sent you these flowers in these FLOWER POTS.

DREAMA
Oh Honey, how wonderful I love my new chiwawa, named noodles and you got me a GOOD GIRLFRIEND. nice, and how SMART of you to buy these pretty blue dishes and the PATIO FURNITURE is needed. (Dreama plays with puppy and holds up plate)

CUT TO:

INT. COUPLE COOKS AND FADE       NEXT DAY       MORNING

MURDOCK
The new DISHES are pretty on the table and the PUPPY ate the left over pancakes and EGGS. The day is good why don’t YOU go shopping and buy whatever you WANT to for yourself.

DREAMA
Ok of course, I might get me some some clothes and some BABY things in case I’m PREGNANT.

CUT TO:

EXT. DOWNTOWN HOLLYWOOD         MOMENTS LATER

DREAMA
I feel like I’m chasing my dreams, there’s a blonde, I recognize you as BRENDA from my DREAMS! I can’t believe it! You look just like SOMEONE from my dreams I had when I was IN my comatose slumber.
The way your long BLONDE hair flowed when you turned the CORNER and walked over here. I remember talking to GOD in my dreams and asking for BRENDA to be in my LIFE. I just can’t believe you are standing RIGHT in front of my face.

BRENDA
Oh yeah, look LADY I ought to help you, so you won’t TALK like an institute what’s this that you met GOD in a comatose slumber. I know I never met you BEFORE. You’re not someone after my HUSBAND? He’s a sheriff I met and STARTED dating right here in HOLLYWOOD.

DREAMA
Yes and the LADY in my DREAMS looked just like you, AND I just moved here to HOLLYWOOD I haven’t met the sheriff yet. I WOULD like to get acquainted with you and become FRIENDS. I need a good GIRLFRIEND.

BRENDA
Wow, just the way you APPROACHED me is Really UNUSUAL you said that you dreamt me, are you SURE? Look you say you have been in a COMATOSE. I guess you are kind of LONESOME and running scared. WHAT is your name? Do you want to go in this RESTAURANT and grab a booth. I could eat a SALAD.

DREAMA
My name is DREAMA MONTGOMERY, I’m from TENNESSEE and moved here with my BOYFRIEND, Murdock Manson. Let’s order a salad.

BRENDA
You sound so COOL with a DREAM that you met GOD. Wow maybe this is a new METHOD of making friendships, at LEAST you didn’t sell my SOUL to the DEVIL.
DREAMA
Tell me all about YOURSELF, what do you do for a LIVING?

BRENDA
I am a MODEL for FOXY LOXY bathing SUIT company. I walk the runways in top of the line BIKINIS. Soooo I need a sheriff to GUARD this little ole body. I know a lot of PEOPLE in Hollywood. PRODUCERS and Movie stars.

DREAMA
Oh, how BLESSED your LIFE is... I’m glad you turned the CORNER and popped into my LIFE. I RECOGNIZED you from the MANSION of MURDERS in my slumber.

BRENDA
No, I am not a MURDERER! I’m just an ole MARRIED housewife and a MODEL, and I am a CHRISTIAN.

DREAMA
So am I, Oh I KNOW you are not a murderer, but in my DREAM we were. HA-HA I am the perfect FRIEND.

BRENDA
In this coma, did you SLEEP and have a CONTINUING dream? I would like to know you, I’d like your phone number. I know a HOLLYWOOD PRODUCER who would Love to act out those dreams of yours, especially where you met GOD, and how did you meet MURDOCK after you had this dream? WRITE it down on a tablet for me. I know a SCREENPLAY WRITER and he will want it ALL.
DREAMA
All my LIFE I wanted this one SPECIAL GIRLFRIEND I could TRUST and count on, so pinch me if it’s REAL. SO you are married to the HOLLYWOOD sheriff and are you in LOVE?

BRENDA
Yes, he is CURRENTLY working a serious murder of a BEAUTIFUL MOVIESTAR that a man by the name of MANSON and his family performed.

DREAMA
Really was his name MURDOCK MANSON? by any CHANCE?

BRENDA
No, he was a CHARLES Manson! Ok, now how do I look in your DREAMS, prettier or the EXACT same, and you met and SPOKE with GOD.

DREAMA
Yes, God SURROUNDS me, now I feel like God sent you as I SPOTTED you, and called out your name, YOU’RE the exact same gal from my DREAMS. I had A CRASH in Tennessee And was in a HOSPITAL for a year and a half. The doctors brought me back with PUREE food and played my FAVORITE SONG; ‘He Ain’t Heavy He’s MY BROTHER.’

BRENDA
Well I never met you before or ever EXPERIENCED you in a real living world, but I just have to have you for my good girlfriend, I need you.

DREAMA
Ok I want you for my GOOD GIRLFRIEND too, I want you to come to my CASTLE and meet my HUSBAND, my boyfriend oh my MURDOCK he’s my EVERYTHING, God gave him to me to from my COMATOSE slumber.”
BRENDA
Oh I can’t wait to tell BILLY when I get home this EVENING that I’m from DREAMIES dream...

DREAMA
Let’s get going MURDOCK is waiting for me. We’ll call each OTHER and get together to cook some SPICY dishes and play SCRABBLE and cards. Look up some BIBLE VERSES I want to FOLLOW the TEN COMMANDMENTS. And we will be sure To WALK the CHRISTIAN PATH.

BRENDA
Ok, Billy and I would love to join you and Murdock in a good FRIENDSHIPS relation—at least you’re not BANK ROBBERS, after all those banks were ROBBED across the UNITED STATES it’s untelling who one might MEET.

CUT TO:

EXT. BRENDA’S HOME SHOWER    MOMENTS LATER    AFTERNOON

BILLY
Hi, honey I’m in the SHOWER I’ve been working the MURDER of that MANSON case they say they were DRUGGED out of their minds when they KILLED those stars. There really wasn’t a MOTIVE.

BRENDA
I’ve been in TOWN and met a gal named Dreama and she SUFFERED a car crash which Wiped out her MEMORY and now she’s been put in a COMATOSE for a year and a half. She and I ate LUNCH and shared some
STORIES about GOD. She was an ANGEL from Heaven after SURVIVING a terrible tragedy. She said she DREAMT of me and already knew me from a DREAM.

BILLY
She pulled one on you HONEY, She needed NOURISHMENT and a SHOULDER to CRY on. It takes all KINDS to make the WORLD go ROUND.

DREAMA
Nah, she is going with a GUY named MURDOCK MANSON and they just bought the TWIN TOWER CASTLE right here in HOLLYWOOD.

BILLY
Now you’d better STAY AWAY from her if she’s one of those MANSONS, they’re too DANGEROUS.

BRENDA
Their not RELATED to Charles Manson, they are from TENNESSEE.

BILLY
Yeah you had BETTER check her OUT. SHE Might be AFTER your MODELING JOB.

BRENDA
Nah, she’s a born again CHRISTIAN, we’re to become good GIRLFRIENDS and DANCE a CHRISTIAN BEAT. GIGGLING OH HONEY you… you’re too busy working that MURDER case. I’m going to take her to a BOAT SHOW and let the PRODUCERS meet her. I told her that with her BEAUTY she can write out her unusual dream for the PLAYWRITER.

CUT TO:
EXT. PHONE CALL TO DREAMA       NEXT MORNING       ELATED
DREAMA
Oh sounds WONDERFUL I would LOVE to
model with you at the BOAT DOCK today
and the MONEY sounds great. YES Brenda
I would LOVE to meet a HOLLYWOOD producer.
I’ll be getting READY I’ll be outside on
the front PORCH at 10:00.

CUT TO:

EXT. BOATDOCK MODELING SHOW   HOURS LATER   MIDMORNING

PRODUCER
Hi my name is PRODUCER GOLDMAN FOX (shaking
hands with Dreama) You are a REAL GOOD LOOKER
I heard that you had an UNUSUAL dream about
meeting GOD while you were in a COMATOSE and
dreamt up some FRIENDSHIPS and now you are
finding them right here in HOLLYWOOD. We don’t
have many MOVIES about GOD. I would love to
hear your dreams, and LOVE our FRIENDSHIPS from
GOD is EXCITING to us.

DREAMA
Yes, I’m not sure what kind of LOVESTORIES
Can you ENDURE?

PRODUCER GOLDMAN FOX
Well let’s write that up in a SCREENPLAY, and
Let you ACT it out for a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE.

DREAMA
Really, I just hope I PASS the SCREENTEST.

PRODUCER FOX
Oh, I’m sure you will, I just hope you
Like GETTING up at FOUR A.M. for dress
REHEARSALS and makeup for the MOVIE for an
effect. I have to HAVE the hair just right
and the MAKEUP just perfect.”

DREAMA
Ok, I guess! If you already see me as a
MOVIESTAR already. I’d like to try it.

PRODUCER
What will your MOVIE be called?

DREAMA
I think I would call it DIAMONDS & EMERALDS:
MANSION of MURDERS.

PRODUCER
Oh how very BEAUTIFUL, did you DREAM about
JEWELRY, that TITLE sounds very SEXY and
RICH like jewelry, oh I can’t wait to read
Your MANUSCRIPT.

DREAMA
Well ACTUALLY it’s about how GOD
gave me a second CHANCE at LIFE and
to meet the CHARACTERS I had DREAMT,
they are classified as DIAMONDS & EM-
ERALDS and low down RHINESTONES.

PRODUCER GOLDMAN FOX
Ok, I’ll send you James our HOLLYWOOD
SCREENPLAY WRITER so start the manu-
script. You’re a DANDY.

DREAMA
I’m going to drive out to REDLANDS
to visit the NUN COVENTRY. I want to
thank GOD for all my BLESSINGS and
finding BRENDA.

CUT TO:
INT. A CATHEDRAL OF NUNS HOURS LATER AFTERNOON

THE DRIVE WAS LONG AND THE SCENES WOODSY. THE NUNS WERE OUTSIDE FEEDING THEIR DUCKS AND GATHERING EGGS. CHILDREN WERE IN THE YARD HELPING. THEY WERE SINGING HYMS AS THEY WORKED.

SISTER NADINE
What brings you here who are you last?

DREAMA
I’m Dreama, I suffered a car CRASH and Slipped into a COMATOSE for a year and A half, and I dreamt GOD, I want you to Know that GOD PROMISED me my FRIENDS back that I had WHILE I was in a COMATOSE SLUMBER, and he is already given me two of them my MURDOCK and BRENDA. I moved here to CALIFORNIA to live, and I am here to see how I can work the good friends into my life and how can I use GOD to spread the good FAITH of CHRISTIANITY?

SISTER SALLY
I believe you’re spreading GODS plan for you and WORKING the two friends you have found so far into your LIFE. GOD gave you a second CHANCE at life and you better START living it and enjoying it for a long time. Through the POWER of the LORD I pray that this dream continues or we can BREAK the dream and return you to your lawful husband.

SISTER NADINE
I’m in the same BOAT, I’ve been married to Jesus and worshipping the LORD and recently the STATE GENERAL ATTORNEY has been coming out and asking me for my
hand in marriage, and now I am engaged in a marriage. I don’t know if I should FOLLOW my HEART or my FATE in a MARRIAGE.

DREAMA
Oh, my what big EYES you have, why you look like a GYPSY WITCH from my comatose slumber dream I had. You are a striking resemblance to NADINE whom stole my gangs jewelry at the state FAIR with knavery, spells and WITCHCRAFT she conjures up with her mouth and her CRYSTAL BALL.

SISTER NADINE
Oh my goodness sisters did you hear that? DREAMA already knows my name! It is Nadine. She’s HEAVEN sent.

SISTER SALLY
I pray that Dreama HEALS from the car crash and that she KEEPS her dreams with her GANG sent from GOD. Your BRAIN needs to heal so you can use JUDGEMENT in your LIFE and DECISION making skills, you will Pray with us and WORSHIP the Lord, and join us in a GIANT covenant and pray that MURDOCK gives his soul to CHRISTIANITY and becomes a good man, and bring the GIRLFRIEND, Brenda too.

SISTER NADINE
You will talk CHRISTIAN LIKE and act LADY like and become biblical. I will give you some BIBLE verses and SCRIPTURES that you will learn inside out. And YOU and your gang will CHANT them and here’s a HYMNAL you can sing to the LORD.
DREAMA
Yes GOD is MIRACULOUS, and has given me YOU beautiful nuns to refine me, you see your faces are the ANGELS that came to me around my HOSPITAL bed when I was AWAKENED from my comatose slumber.

SISTER SALLY
Oh, how WONDERFUL God has sent our FACES as ANGELS to HEAL you and give you STRENGTH. God has even led you to us today.

DREAMA
It’s a MIRACLE God gave me back NADINE and she is so beautiful, oh I want you IN my life.

SISTER NADINE
Dear God, please receive Dreama today as she comes to VISIT us and REWARDS us with her comatose story she has brought a VISION of HOPE. She’s the most beautiful CREATURE! The nuns walked her to her car giving her a BASKET of fresh FARM eggs.

DREAMA
I would like to COME again and paint all of you with my OIL pastels standing in the CATHEDRAL. I can’t believe I had THEM all painted in my hosipital bed, but LEFT them. The SISTERS Nadine, (Gypsy witch) and the LITTLE NUN SALLY. I already know you two from my COMATOSE dream. When I woke up from my dreams I had Angel Wings and a HALO, but they vanished they were so real. I almost DIED, and I bargained my life back from GOD. Oh I am hungry I wish I COULD have something to eat a sandwich perhaps or a BANANA. I will
paint you SISTER Nadine in a portrait
as the gypsy WITCH to show you how
you looked in my DREAMS! And a very
large DIAMOND & EMERALD heart shaped
necklace you SWIPED from one of the
gypsies."

NADINE
Yes, and let’s MAKE you a little
sandwich as YOU’RE hungry as a
cannibal. I’ll LIKE you to keep a
dream JOURNAL about your Godly
experiences from REAL life and in
dreams. I want all of the SCENES that
describe HEAVEN, and how did God look?

SISTER SALLY
Look I’m going to check her PURSE
for some IDENTIFICATION to see just
who exactly SHE is. I don’t know if I
trust this HIPPIE looking girl that
was sent from HEAVEN.

NADINE
Nah, PEOPLE make up anything for a
little ole SANDWICH, probably just
some WIERDO.

SISTER SALLY
Look her name is really VICTORIA
PENCOCK not Dreama, and her driver’s
license is from the STATE of Tennessee.
She drove a very LONG way for a sand-
wich.

DREAMA
I wolfed down my SANDWICH now I’m
off to Hollywood to be with MURDOCK
and begin the LIFE God gave me.

NUNS CHORUSED
Bye Dreama. We’ll be PRAYING for you,
HOW GREAT THOU Art.
CUT TO:

INT. BODEGA BAY WEEKS LATER AFTERNOON

DREAMA AND THE GANG VISIT BODEGA BAY TO LAUNCH A HOUSE BOAT AND FISH

DREAMA
I have a SECRET to tell you, Brenda
I have friend whom is a MILLIONAIRE
that I want you to meet, right here in
BODEGA BAY. We can’t tell MURDOCK or
Billy cause we will be broken up!

BRENDA
We’ll call him to take us for DINNER
and drinks. We would love to ENJOY him.

DREAMA
Ok, I just called him he is on the way.
He’s driving a RED convertible sports car.

BRENDA
Well Dreama you know REAL people huh, not
just from your dreams?"

DREAMA
Here he is, SMOKING a CIGAR, isn’t he
handsome? Look he is wearing white shorts
and a dark green POLO shirt. Over here Rocky Rhinestone!

ROCKY RHINESTONE
Get these MERMAIDS drinks and a sandwich.

DREAMA
(Pecks him on the cheek) Hi ROCKY Rhinestone,
this is Brenda’s she’s a GOOD girlfriend, and
I wanted to keep in TOUCH with you. Stick around
we might need you for REHEARSALS.
BRENDA
You are so GOODLOOKING maybe you can be a CHARACTER in the MOVIE DIAMONDS & EMERALDS.

ROCKY RHINESTONE
Yes, Thank you, you are QUITE beautiful, I am pleased to meet you.

DREAMA
Could you! I need the STABILITY in a friend from the past, SOMEONE to cling too.

ROCKY RHINESTONE
You keep your men hen PECKED and meet me huh.

BRENDA
Giggling, I could get KILLED for this.

ROCKY RHINESTONE
Will you like to join me for dinner some-time, may I have your phone number?

BRENDA
I don’t know, I’m MARRIED to the Hollywood Sheriff, that would be ADULTERY.

ROCKY RHINESTONE
This is strictly DINNER, I’m not asking you to Break the commandments! Well keep me in mind, You never KNOW!

DREAMA
Bye Rocky, THANKS for bringing us some drinks, we had better get back to the YAHT.

CUT TO:

INT. DOWN AT THE BEACH       MOMENTS LATER      EVENING
The gals head to the beach and tease their men that they probably went to lunch with a mermaid today! She stumbles on the beach and meets a guy that looks just like Jake from her dreams. They soon make love on the beach and seduces him in a minute.

DREAMA
I have to run back HOME and take a bath to wash the SEA SALT off me.

JAKE
It was the BEST lovemaking I ever had on the BEACH come back mam, you forgot your BEACHTOWEL.

CUT TO:

EXT. GLASS MENAGERIE HOUSE      THE NEXT MORNING

JAKE
You forgot your BEACHTOWEL hey what is your name?

DREAMA
Sh,sh,sh, my BOYFRIEND must never find out. He’s important to me.

JAKE
I’m Jake, I’d like you to walk over to the GLASS MENANGERIE house on the BEACH and meet my wife SOPHIE.

DREAMA
Oh I’d love too! She winks at him, and says I know you from my DREAMS. He told me that you were going to come in and meet me, he said we had a lot in common, you are very PRETTY.

SOPHIE
I guess, you are too, This might be dejavu, but you look so familiar, where have I met you?
DREAMA
I guess in our dreams, Do you believe in God?

SOPHIE
YES I do! I used to pray when I was in HOLLYWOOD, and then I would get a COMMERCIAL.

DREAMA
Oh good and the LORD is my light, I want you to meet my lover, Murdock, God gave him to me. Besides I dreamt you and Jake in my COMATOSE dream where I was HOSPITALIZED for A year and a half. God directed me to you and Jake let’s walk down to the OCEAN.

SOPHIE
Look there’s ROCKY RHINESTONE and CAROL with some people I don’t recognize.

CAROL
Hey, SOPHIE come over here and get on board.

SOPHIE
Ok, have you got enough MARGARITAS and PIZZA? Can my new friend come along?

ROCKY RHINESTONE
Sure as they boarded the FIERY orange red Sienna YAHT. They had SHISKABOBS with onions and PEPPERS. The drinks and shishkabobs are out of this world.

DREAMA
This is FUN and my daiquiri is strawberry delicious. LOOK there’s Murdock and Billy as their SHIP catches up with them. They tie the two houseboats together. And PARTY to wild MUSIC. The phone rings and it’s the HOLLYWOOD producer he wants us to come out tomorrow for a screenplay REHEARSAL. He got the manuscript and a screenplay WRITER to script it named James.
ROCKY RHINESTONE
Is this the MOVIE you wanted to give me to rehearse for, will I take PART in DIAMONDS and the HAUNTING of the PIRATES treasure?

CUT TO:

INT. HOLLYWOOD HILLS        THE NEXT DAY      MIDMORNING

MURDOCK
I’m gonna wear my dark SUNGLASSES if I’m gonna be a big star! The drive was GORGEOUS with the MOUNTAIN cliffs and the Hollywood hills sign on the side of the mountain. You know we will become WORLDWIDE Famous and rich and be in MOVIES.

DREAMA
WHEW, I can’t wait, we need to eat right and keep our FORM.

MURDOCK
Look at the stars carved in STONE: Marilyn MONROE, CLARK GABLE, Vivian Leigh and Betty DAVIS.

PRODUCER GOLDMAN FOX
Let me show you the DRESSING ROOM with colorful COSTUMES and the trailers. The Hollywood set was all DECORATED with streamers and balloons to welcome the STARS. Red lipstick was scribbled on the mirror reading ‘WELCOME TO HOLLYWOOD’ WELCOME new LOVEBIRDS MURDOCK & DREAMIE. The set had Majestic scenes such as mountains and TRAINS going by a little farm with animals and a big OLE house with trees around it.
DREAMA
Look Natalie Cole sings L.O.V.E. and the Producer wants each MOVIE star to introduce the STARS with L is for the way you look at me. O is for the only one I see. V is very, very extraordinary and E is even more than you adore. LOVE is made for ME and YOU.

PRODUCER GOLDMAN FOX
Murdock let’s see if Dreama is as pretty as VIVIAN LEIGH in the movies. Will she pass her SCREENTEST?

MURDOCK
I think Dreama is about to be the prettiest Stars you’ll ever meet.

DREAMA
We love our trailers, and our new WARDROBES. the DRESSING ROOMS are outlandish.

BRENDA
Their so COLORFUL and thoughtful, the pric- illa CURTAINS, the lamps with the FRINGES and the PINK tones.

DREAMA
ARE we going to have STUNTS for the Danger- rous parts?

PRODUCER FOX
Yes, I think we’ll have STUNTS for some of DRUG SCENES.

CAROL
You know we just think of an earlier puppies death and begin to cry.

PRODUCER FOX
Sure we don’t need ole harsh PSYCHEDELIC serums to make the stars bawl.

DREAMA
What?, using drugs to make us cry? NO way!
SOPHIE
Ya, I’m not allowed to get hurt on your set! I AM A VERY emotional ACTRESS already.

PRODUCER FOX
Now what’s with you? Oh no don’t you start talking like you are going to get HURT on my set. Here at UNIVERSAL STUDIOS we don’t use drugs to make you cry. WAH, wah, wah,… like a little baby.

BILLY
Ok good, I don’t want those emotional scenes in a LOVE STORY. Uhhhhmmmm, uhhmmmm, (whining like a puppy.)

PRODUCER FOX
Oh God no, not on this HOLLYWOOD SET we will water on your FACE to make the TEARS.

BRENDA
Ok, so we’ll be safe on your set! Won’t we? Will we have INSURANCE?

PRODUCER FOX
Ok, that’s enough, WE all have medical insur ance for DIAMONDS in the HAUNTING OF THE PIRATES Treasure. We all have our scripts. DREAMA has passed the SCREENTEST.

BRENDA
Who is making the most MONEY on this set?

PRODUCER FOX
Carol, cause she gets shot on the FARRIS wheel way up in the SKY over the diamond and emerald NECKLACE and COCAINE, bang she’s DEAD gone gone, GOODBYE. Plus she has looks like Marilyn MONROE, the CURLY BLONDE hair and the big GIANT smile and the night at the state fair.

JAKE
It’s who the producer is SLEEPING with isn’t
it. I see CAROL go in the producers trailer at night and doesn’t come out ‘till morning.

PRODUCER FOX
Oh this is not TRUE, she came out right away, just forgot her script, that’s all now you all QUIT it.

CAROL
Hey, Guys I might let you know, that I am the PRETTIEST is why I get PAID the most. (Carol winks at the gals)

PRODUCER FOX
We’ll use the GYPSY FORTUNE TELLER for the auditions for the rest of the CHARACTERS and the children! What kind of ROLES will they need?

DREAMA
For the part II of the Haunting of the PIRATES TREASURE will come ‘To Walk A Christian Path’ we will use the NUNS COVENANT in REDLANDS convent. A little NUN named SALLY helps us become Christians and have a Christian WORLD.

PRODUCER FOX
Life is WONDERFUL as I have the all star CAST to make scenes with for the HAUNTING of the Pirates TREASURE.

CUT TO:

CLOSE SCENE    FADE

INT. NINE MONTHS LATER ON THE SET: HOLLYWOOD    EARLY MORNING

The stars all gather around the set in Hollywood after they had their babies.

DREAMA
Hey we had FRATERNAL TWINS, my baby looks
Like MURDOCK he has his eyes and a little Face. And the girl looks like her FATHER

MURDOCK
He has his dark hair like DREAMA.

BRENDA
My baby is a BOY, he’s to be called little Billy. He won’t follow in his fathers FOOTSTEPS to become a Sheriff.”

SOPHIE
Mines a GIRL. I’ll name her ALBAQUERQUE She’s so INDIAN.

BROOKE
I had a GIRL, I’m calling her KENTUCKY.

PRODUCER FOX
Here I come HAPPY BIRTHDAY for the babies he gives them FLOWERS balloons cakes. The Babys COOED as he took PICTURES of them.

CUT TO:

CLOSE HOLLYWOOD SET:

INT. FIVE YEARS LATER HALLOWEEN NIGHT EVENING AT DREAMAS CASTLE

On Halloween night Dreama and Murdock throw the gang a Halloween party. The home was decorated with witches and cats and candy and a cake with a skeleton and a graveyard on it.

DREAMA
A scavenger hunt! Ok kiddies get in here we’re going to have a Halloween party and
all you kindergarteners get in here with your masks and COSTUMES on. We’re going to take a picture. I have a list made up for a scavenger hunt where you knock on all the doors in the neighborhood and bring me back these items on your list, first one back wins a prize.

MURDOCK
Hi honey, my little RAGGEDY ANN and I’m your RAGGEDY ANDY.

DREAMA
Let’s bob for apples. And make some popcorn and COTTON CANDY in the machines.

BRENDA
I need to get INWRAPPED from my MUMMY costume little BILLY and SHANE wrapped me with three rolls of rags, I am IMMOBILE

BILLY
Leave it on it looks REAL GOOD, like a real MUMMY, I love Halloween. I am really enjoying the night off the from POLICE JOB. I hope get a call.

MURDOCK
THE children will enjoy the HAUNTED HOUSE I made them. I am excited that the party is going so well. I believe SOPHIE and JAKE are bobbing for apples and looking for hidden candy in little ORANGE and BLACK wrappers.

BILLY
Let’s DANCE to the MONSTER MASH everyone in the living room and have some fun.

DREAMA
Looks like Journey and KENTUCKY are tied with Holly and Little Billy on returning the quickest with the items from the SCAVENGER HUNT. I paired them off in twos so the rest should be coming in any MINUTE.
EXT. BASEMENT OF HOME SAME NIGHT SWIMMING POOL HALLOWEEN
KIDS ARE ALL FIVE YEARS OLD

SHANE
Let’s go SWIMMING! as they go downstairs to the inside POOL.

HOLLY
Let’s play MARCO POLO, as Shane went underwater to HIDE as A SHARK.

JOURNEY
Oh COOL, our COLORFUL SLEEPING BAGS are pretty and the TEEPEE TENTS are great.

SHANE
I will sleep in the SLEEPING bag with KENTUCKY.

BILLY
Oh great, I WANT to sleep by Journey.

HOLLY
No, you get over here with me BILLY ‘cause the MAGICAL PUSSY will bite you.

BILLY
Oh my, I don’t want to get bit by one! does yours bite JOURNEY?

JOURNEY
Yes, mine NIBBLES on SNAKES that’s what my MOMMY taught me.

KENTUCKY
Awe! it’s not to bite too many BOYS, that’s What my mother taught me!

SHANE
You can’t sleep with an ole GIRL cause her MAGICAL PUSSY will bite you.

HOLLY
The Pussy is MAGICAL ‘cause it makes BABIES if it BITES you.
SHANE
No if a snake bites the pussy it will
Make a BABY, that’s what they say.

KENTUCKY
Oh no! I don’t know if I am ready for a baby

ALBAQUERQUE
Does mine BITE?

SHANE
Hum, I don’t KNOW if yours does. I have to ask my FATHER.

JOURNEY
It probably does BITE we had better stay away
from that AREA so we won’t get bit we’re just
five years old. We better ask MOTHER.

SHANE
Kentucky, what do you call your MAGICAL PUSSY?

KENTUCKY
I call mine my PONDEROSA like a WILD movie, a
big SPREAD of land, that’s gonna get you a man
for a husband. My daddy has a big land PIECE in
KENTUCKY he calls it the ponderosa, like my little
tweeter, a LITTLE spread.

SHANE
Can I play with your ponderosa and EARN a land-
piece?

KENTUCKY
No! I am FREE the JUDGE will hear us and think
I’m a little PROSTITUTE! I can let you play with
it for nothing and you don’t get an ACRE! Journey
what do you call yours?

JOURNEY
Uhm... I call my little pussy VENUS let’s take a
journey to VENUS! Get it? A JOURNEY to another
world. What do you call yours ALBAQUERQUE?
ALBAQUERQUE
I call mine TOMAHAWK cause in NEW MEXICO their 40.
GOVERNED and we only sleep with big chiefs!
HEE HEE (she giggled) Holly what do you call yours?

HOLLY
I call mine FALLING STAR cause daddy said I’m not a high achiever and I will probably sleep with all the UNDERDOGS! HA HA HEE HEE HEE isn’t that funny

BILLY
You don’t aspire for much if you are after me ‘cause I’m an ole POLICE man when I grow up. Police don’t MAKE much MONEY, and they get shot.

JUSTIN
I can’t BELIEVE we have all our Pussys named.

SHANE
I know isn’t that COOL?

BILLY
Too cool, and us dick heads are LOVING it!

SHANE
I don’t know if we should let VENUS get bit by a snake yet, save it for MARRIAGE, a real JOURNEY A real JOURNEY to HEAVEN.

KENTUCKY
Yeah, me too, I’m saving mine for marriage, I don’t want to have to spread my PONDEROSA for just ANY OLE ONE! Like Albuquerque and TOMAHAWK she has to sleep with whatever the chief sends her. won’t that be a TRIBE to SLUMBER with!

HOLLY
Yes, and don’t let your little ponderosa spread too many times, how many acres does your daddy own in KENTUCKY.

KENTUCKY
My DADDY owns TWO THOUSAND ACRES!
JUSTIN
Ok that’s two thousand MEN too slumber with

OOOhwee that’s too many land PIECES
to GIVE away.

KENTUCKY
Yes, and didn’t I tell you everything
is FREE, cause if the JUDGE is listening
he’ll scold me. I can’t give a land piece
away EVERY TIME I have a new SLUMBERER.

Kentucky tosses her head up in the air and began to sing the song by
Engle Bert Humperdinck What’s New PUSSYCAT whooo ooooh oh oh, pussy
Cat, pussy cat you’re so lonesome and I’m in need of your sweet lit-
Tle pussy cat. (all the kids sang together)

SHANE
Hey, let’s go SKINNY DIPPING and go under
water and see what THEY all look like.

BILLY
Well my daddy told my MOMMY that they all
look alike when he saw twelve PLAYBOY BUNNYS
in the PLAYBOY magazine.

SHANE
Hey Holly what do you call yours again, HOT
CROSS BUNS? Where you open it up and spread
montequila in it, huh, butter it up and get a
big man? Whoooooooweeeeee, that’s not good is
it, buttering up the sweet little pussy.

ALBAQUEQUE
Yeah we have to buy a man with our bread.

The children all go skinny dipping and explore their sexual privacy
Seeing if they can spy out the VENUS, ponderosa, Tomahawk, and see
the Falling star. They had so much fun exploring their little tools.
They swam and had fun skinny dipping they tried to name their little
snakes....

BILLY
I don’t want one to BITE your little
snake, and out pops a BABY too.

SHANE
Ok, let’s quit TALKING about our snakes and beany WEENY holes that GOD gave us and try these little WEDDING DRESSES and tuxedos on, we’ll NEVER be five years old again.

HOLLY
Let’s get a BEANY weeny out of my hot cross bun and eat it I’m hungry ohh you Happy HALLOWEEN a WEENY witch.

JOURNEY
I’m gonna take a bean out and plant it outside to grow a beanstalk so our daddy can climb and get smoke from the JOLLY GREEN giant.

SHANE
Ok let’s tee-pee a house tonight. I want to get my teachers house tee peed real good cause she’s PRETTY. All the children continue to sing the song ‘What’s up pussy cat.

JUSTIN
I want to tee-pee the EVANGELISTS home. That will be real CHRISTIAN.

HOLLY
No the EVANGELSIST is proper and if my dad finds out he will spank us.

BILLY
How about the PRINCIPAL he shouted at me the other day and disciplined me!

SHANE
Alright tonight by 10:00 PM let’s sneak Out after we play ‘here comes the BRIDE.

JOURNEY
Oh how do you play we already looked at
Our LITTLE TOMMY why MOMMY?

HOLLY
Well yes this is just a fun night
I still want to play here comes the
BRIDE as they dress in their TINY
Bride and GROOM COSTUMES.

ALBAQURQUE
If we go out and tee-pee will our
Magical pussys bite anyone?

BILLY
No let’s not get our magical pussys
out with each other. Our TRIBE is
PRECIOUS.

ALBAQURQUE
I want to tee-pee my friends house
cause he didn’t show up for the party
tonight.

JUSTIN
Let’s hit the PRINCIPALS house hee, hee
what if dad says where is all that
toilet paper?

SHANE
Say we used it to make a MUMMY COSTUME
and used the toilet paper all up.

ALBAQURQUE
Now let’s get in the tents and go to
SLEEP. I’ll set the alarm to 12:00
midnight.

CUT TO:

EXT. UPSTAIRS AS THE GANG IS LEAVING   HALLOWEEN    NIGHT
MURDOCK
Whose this CHICK, this BLONDE outside she looks like a MOVIE STAR.

DREAMA
Ok she’s much too PRETTY for us, so get back inside.

MURDOCK
Oh just a NEIGHBOR friend whom wants to buy my CORVETTE!

DREAMA
Tell her it’s not for sale and get in here BEFORE you get cursed by her MAGICAL pussy right now before it BITES you RAGGEDY ANDY.

MURDOCK
Look at her COSTUME guys, she’s dressed like RUMPLESKIN.

BROOKE
Goodnight you guys, HAPPY HALLOWEEN.

CUT TO:

EXT. KINDERGARTENERS TEE PEE HOMES HALLOWEEN NIGHT

SHANE
Come on let’s run and throw some toilet PAPER rolls over the trees, back and forth to EACH other.

HOLLY
We had a BALL, let’s get MR REGALADOS house too! I thought we liked that teacher, ha-ha-ha throwing the toilet paper roll back and forth over the TREES.
JUSTIN
We bonded FOREVER, so now we will grow
And become BESTFRIENDS for LIFE!
we will play together forever and
and won’t lose a winks SLEEP of
of each others BUISNESS.

FADE HALLOWEEN NIGHT WITH THE CHILDREN RUNNING HOME IN THEIR COSTUMES

CUT TO:

INT. HOLLYWOOD SET        THE NEXT DAY          AFTERNOON

The next day the gang received roles of their character in TO WALK A CHRISTIAN PATH. A continuing movie SAGA of THE HAUNTING OF THE PIRATES TREASURE. By Rachel Wolfe.

DREAMA
Producer Fox is here with our scripts
for the movie TO WALK A CHRISTIAN PATH.

MURDOCK
Let’s celebrate as they accepted their
new ROLES to the new movie which will
involve the sisters as NUNS that will
help PEOPLE in their lives.

DREAMA
That BLONDE last night that I was so in
fear of. Well she is on the set, she got
the role for BECKY SUE.

MURDOCK
She’ll be the BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS.

PRODUCER FOX
Becky Sue dance with Murdock and hold him
close, so I can see if you’re a TEMTRESS.
BECKY SUE
I could DANCE with MURDOCK all night and Hold him TIGHT.

PRODUCER FOX
Don’t hurt anyone with your BEAUTY he’s already MARRIED in real life.

DREAMA
I don’t care if Becky Sue passed The SCREENPLAY TEST. I demand her off the set! I don’t know who she is, where she came from, but I can’t stand her around MURDOCK and I am JEALOUS of her! Take her away tight now, DRUG her off the set and put her in an ASYLUM!

BRENDA
(on phone to social worker)
Oh guys my mother that has been missing was FOUND in an INSTITUTION in REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA. She’s in a MENTAL state and maybe acting like a small child, she’s FIFTY-SEVEN YEARS old and has suffered from SCHIZOPHRENIA, she was DRUGGED right here on the HOLLYWOOD set twenty seven years ago. Take me to her Billy, and Dreama you watch LITTLE BILLY while I go visit my long lost mother!

BILLY
I have some EMERGENCY BAGS already pack-ed for times like these in the car. If we leave now we will get to REDLANDS in two and a half hours. SAY she was once an ACTRESS and was DRUGGED and INSTITUTIONALIZED?

DREAMA
Ok, go find her, and I will take care of little BILLY.

CLOSE STUDIO SET  CUT TO:
EXT. CALIFORNIA STATE MENTAL INSTITUTE:    TWO HOURS LATER

BRENDA
BRENDA RUNS DOWN THE CORRIDORS LOOKING FOR HER MOTHER
Mommy, mommy, you’re ALIVE! Oh
MOMMY I missed you all these years of my LIFE, why are you here in an
INSTITUTE, what happened to you?

NANCY BELLA SPARKMAN
BELLA was in a blue outfit with long blondish hair and a big SMILE with long RED fingernail POLISH and tight clothing with BLUE SUEDE SHOES. She looked sullen and forlorn. Brenda, my daughter, I’ve MISSED you, and wondered about you all these years while I was in the INSTITUTE.

BRENDA
Oh mother what DID you do to get locked up in this STATE MENTAL ISTITUTE?

BELLA
I got drugged on the set cause I was BEAUTIFUL, and GRACIOUS and CHARMIN! Yes, I heard you married the HOLLYWOOD sheriff and had a son. I want to take me home with you. You’re my FAMILY and support.

BRENDA
Ok this is Billy, my HUSBAND we’ll be taking you home today to your own room in my HOUSE. You’ll have the BLUE room, it’s so MELONCHoly and you!

BELLA
Yes, let’s PACK me, please, help me Honey.
BRENDA
Oh mother I remember your warm EMBRACE
And SWEET hugs and KISSES, then one day

I found some ADOPTION papers in a
drawer, you had adopted me at the
age of three. The papers read NANCY
BELLA SPARKMAN. I jotted the name and
birthdate down and contracted a social
worker, She just called me this after
noon!

BELLA
I feel like a PUPPY found by my OWNER
and they’re taking me home to shelter
me.

BILLY
I’ll grab your LUGGAGE and walk you to
the car! I already checked you out of the
ward.

CLOSE SCENE AT THE CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE   SAME DAY   NIGHT

CUT TO:

INT. FIFTEEN YEARS LATER   DREAMAS TWIN TOWER CASTLE   DAY

NADINE
Now that I’ve married the Tennessee
GENERAL ATTORNEY I’m being contracted
By the GOVERNOR to help stomp out drugs
At a Christian REVIVAL our nuns are sponsoring in TRACY CITY. The DEVIL had just got a hold of these schools and almost cost a fraction of their students lives.

I am asking you and your gang to come with me in a VAN to TRACY CITY, TENNESSEE and have a revival make up TESTIMONIALS about when you and MURDOCK took drugs and it almost took out lives... convince the kids to QUIT.”

DREAMA
Ok, let me and MURDOCK and Sophie and JAKE get packed we’ll leave with you.

CUT TO:

EXT> ROAD TRIP/ ARRIVAL TO TRACY CITY, TENNESSEE NEXT DAY

The next morning the pocket up the van and began driving from California to Tracy City, Tennessee. The trip was wonderful and gorgeous. They soon arrive to a small town with a history of drug cultures and Drug habits so deep, most drugs were synthetic.

STREET BOY
Hi, why are you ladies and NUNS setting up a booth up here in the middle of Tracy City?

NADINE
Haven’t you read the newspaper? We’re here to change LIVES, we’re from the CHURCH, our goal is to REACH as many young people doing drugs. We want to teach them what is a NARCOTIC and how they DESTROY lives. We want to convert you young kids to a Christian LIFESTYLE. Our message is strong we believe by the POWER of the LORD, faith through prayer you youngens’ will find a CLEANER life.
I feel better already, I want to study the BIBLE and become a CHRISTIAN and stomp out drugs. The TOWN prepared the revival all in GREEN ‘cause it’s ST.PATRICKS DAY! Everything is green. Green balloons, green tents, green clothing, green floats made by the school, green paint! It’s going to be awesome. What can I do to HELP?

SISTER SALLY
You can get your gang and give them a BIBLE and wait for the EVANGELIST BILLY GRAHM he will lead you into a PRAYER and you will follow his methods DAY by day, and begin doing ACTIVITIES without drugs.

NADINE
We’ll hopefully not you, we will convert everyone in the CITY. I won’t leave ‘till I convert every LITTLE SOUL and I’d like to begin with little ole you.

STREET BOY
Oh know I need to get help, these drugs are pulling me down the RABBITS hole. I feel SATAN just pulling my whole SPIRIT down. I would love to get a hold of my LIFE and repair my soul. I need CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP and to walk with the LORD with good people that don’t do drugs. I might have to move and start all over again, and a new life.

SISTER SALLY
The revival begins tonight. Here take a Bible and come on and get saved to reform your SOUL to follow GODS Path. Get your FRIENDS to come it’s for 4 weeks. We’ve hired a Christian bond to play CHRISTIAN upbeat ROCK MUSIC.

STREET BOY
Ok, I want to change, cause a drugged mind is like an ABSENT mind, someone not all there just a bad mind, after you did too many DRUGS you’re just dead to the world.
not all there, like a ZOMBIE.

SISTER SALLY
Let’s get started. Take a set and listen
To the EVANGELIST BILLY GRAHM pray for you.

Begin to throw your old self away
The spirit has risen!
Lead you out of TEMPTATION!

NADINE
It’s ST. PATRICKS DAY, so everything is
green, the high schoolers made a float
in GREEN. They are going to dress in
green. The TESTIMONIALS are being re-
vealed how mothers lost their children
just this year to drugs.

SISTER SALLY
Let me pray with this group of people
Don’t lose the well- lit trail to take them
Down the path of RIGHTOUSNESS. The good LORD
Will shine a light on Tracy Cities people to
Heal them from a bad drug habit and LEAD them
To a CHRISTIAN LIFE.

The revival lasted four weeks. The town became Christians and threw
down their drug habits and converted to a cleaner life.

NADINE
Give these PAMPHLETS out. They read TO
WALK A CHRISTIAN PATH with songs to sing
with their brethren. ‘How Great Thou Art’
was sang across the crowd and the people’s
faces shown like born again Christians.

SISTER SALLY
Let’s go hiking on this Christian TRAIL and
sing the song with the guitar. The street boy
sang the shole song. They spoke of ways to in-
clude people into your life, and to exclude bad
people. They made SKITS to get the big BAD WOLFE
off our TRAIL.

NADINE
Look at the little FOX by the ROCK BED get-
ting a drink of water. The FLOWERS smell so good.

CLOSE REVIVAL SCENE  GANG GOES BACK HOME TO CALIFORNIA  NIGHT

CUT TO:

DREAMAS CASTLE

PRODUCER FOX
(RINGS DOORBELL TO CASTLE) Good evening
I came to propose an idea to you, how
would you like your daughters to be in a
beauty PAGEANT?

DREAMA
Well I don’t even invite you in and you’re
Running off with my DAUGHTERS already.

PRODUCER FOX
Yeah, us producers were wanting to try a
BEAUTY PAGEANT across AMERICA where a girl
is chosen from every state to represent the
title of her STATE for a big BEAUTY PAGEANT;
MISS AMERICA.

DREAMA
Ohhh my Goodness the girls will fight to
wear that TIARA.

PRODUCER FOX
I brought some evening GOWNS over so they
can try them on and get an idea of what to expect. I’ll go get them from my car.

DREAMA
Kentucky, Holly, Journey, ALBAQURQUE come downstairs we’re planning for a BEAUTY PAGEANT. The girls ran downstairs meeting GOLDMAN FOX with all those dresses and swimsuits. GIGGLING they each grabbed a dress and BATHING SUIT and went in the BEDROOM to try them on.

KENTUCKY
Look at my SCARLETT O’ HARA dress isn’t it GORGEOUS with my dark FEATURES?

JOURNEY
Yes and this BLUE MALLET fits me for my talent contest. I will sing the UNREACHABLE STAR and play the piano.

BRENDA
What’s all this noise, what’s this a PAGEANT, how COOL is that?

CUT TO:

EXT. THE BEAUTY PAGEANT A RUNWAY        EVEING

The night soon came for the Beauty Pageant in a large coliseum with a runway. Bob Sharker presented the final contestants.

BOB SHARKER
Miss Journey this question is worth a Million bucks, a college education, a new car TV commercials, sparkling diamond
jewelry and snarl free SHAMPOO. What is an item you would like to preserve in a time capsule to be opened by the generation.

JOURNEY
My BIBLE, some recipes and Medical books.

BOB SHARKER
Good enough for talent I choose Journey for the PIANIST playing UNREACHABLE STAR.

SHARON
I’m acting out a SKIT about how to get A man from CAVE DAYS She had a large Plaster PARIS DINOSAUR on stage and swung A rock in a WHIP SLING and swung it around hitting a CAVEMAN on the head, and running to him to claim him. She was wearing a Buffalo SKIN DRESS and fringe boots. She made him fall in LOVE with her. The cave man KISSED her and the SKIT was the CUTEST!

BOB SHARKER
They were all so BEAUTIFUL which one will win the combination of the evening GOWN, bathing suit, and TALENT contest and the winner is: Don’t put any Gods before me unless you sound and look like MISS KENTUCKY!

BOB SHARKER begins to sing here she comes MISS AMERICA as MISS KENTUCKY walks the runway she hears her voice saying I grew up Playing MISS AMERICA in my backyard when I was five years old, and Winning the Tiara and modeling my bathing suit. I pray I stay on this CHRISTIAN PATH and carry myself like a CHRISTIAN. I once dreamt of Becoming important like ANNE SULLIVAN working with Helen Keller so if this is the field of my choice I will use this scholarship MONEY to become a SPEECH PATHOLOGIST.

CLOSE THE MISS AMERICA CONTEST FADE........
INT. A BAR SCENE AT THE DOLPHINS INN          EVENING

DREAMA WALKS IN THE BAR AND CAUSES A SCENE AS SHE CATCHES BECKY SUE WITH MURDOCK HOLDING HANDS SITTING AT A TABLE.

DREAMA
What are you doing with this ole SHARK in this bar room?

MURDOCK
I’m just buying her a drink because she got the part in the MOVIE The HAUNTING of the PIRATES TREASURE.

DREAMA
Oh no you’re not, I’m not having you with another WOMAN you’re an ADULTRESS.

BECKY SUE
We’re just CELEBRATING our ROLES from movie.

MURDOCK
This OLE SHARK is so IMPORTANT not a Young MERMAID like you DREAMIE, it’s YOU I LOVE.

DREAMA
Yeah, but she had such great looks for An OLDER WOMAN, and the long BLONDE hair.

MURDOCK
Oh stop getting JEALOUS of her before I leave after her and make love to her.

DREAMA
Yeah buy me a TENNESSEE WHISKEY.
MURDOCK
Ok, I will forget her.

DREAMA
Yeah I guess I am scared of her BEAUTY.

MURDOCK
ME TOO.

DREAMA
You are TEMPTED by her, aren’t you.

MURDOCK
Well I sure am, at least she’s not an UGLY OLE CARP. (giggling)

DREAMA
Murdock, am I losing you?

MURDOCK
Nah, I guess I’m CURSED by the MERMAID But I LOVE YOU!

DREAMA
Oh the SHARK is PRETTIER than me, don’t Ever stray from me, cause then I’ll have No one.

They leave to go home and make love under the moonlight a fox began to haul toward the moon and the night was cool, the Hollywood mountains whispered voices of parties from a far away yacht and the Music was rhapsody. The shadows of the stars dancing by a far away pool was the party. They fell into a deep sleep with a promise that Their love would survive and would not stray.

CUT TO:
NADINE
Good morning, I wanted to bring this BLUEBERRY PIE and chestnut cake over I JUST took them out of the OVEn.

DREAMA
Oh, how good of you, I cried my-self LAST night as I BURNED with jealousy of Loosing a moment with MURDOCK to the OLE SHARK BEAUTY the blonde GOLDMAN had chosen to be in the movie was named BECKY SUE.

NADINE
Oh my GOD, hee, hee, hee, yes the ole shark down at the Dolphin INN, more of a cute little MERMAID with very big EYES and very long blonde hair. I wanted to warn you cause I use my SIXTH SENSE as I rush you this THRAT of a vision.

DREAMA
I know he met her LAST night, the ole BEAUTIFUL SHARK, Becky Sue. I CAUGHT him.

NADINE
Well, I’m a real WITCH you know I can blow her right out of HOLLYWOOD where she won’t swim to your lover again.

DREAMA
What on HEAVENS can you do wave a WAND and ABRA KADABRA she won’t be beautiful any longer?”

NADINE
Yes! That’s right in my BROOMSATICK POWERS! I can make her looks fade and she will become an ugly OLE WART, and you’ll reign with great BEAUTY!
DREAMA
Well how? What on EARTH will you do
to her?

NADINE
Right here in my bag I have a MAGIC
POTION for you to give to MURDOCK,
you’ll dose his food, he will fall
madly in love with you. You will light
this RED CANDLE I bought you at the
midnight HOUR and cast Murdock all to
yourself. You’ll put this little jar
in the window with this tiny FROG in it,
when the baby frog dies, so will his lust
for BECKY SUE fade....

DREAMA
But what if her MAGICAL PUSSY bites
Murdock, cause some men get sick and want
the UGLIEST women, you know he might get
Love BITTEN by this UGLY SHARK.

NADINE
I’ve seen some of the most prominent
men fall in love with the UGLIEST women
right before my EYES! I know we have to
be careful with what CONCOCTION we use.

DREAMA
We will scat all the FISH away from my
MURDOCK till it’s just me all over again.
yes how BEWITCHING. (she sneered and asked)
will we KILL her?

MURDOCK
Will we KILL who? As I said earlier, don’t
keep this JEALOUSY up over the ole shark or
CURSE the MERMAID she’s just a FRIEND.

NADINE
Oh dear I guess I’d better go.

MURDOCK
Yes hop on your BROOMSTICK and fly back
To your covenant of WITCH nuns in little Black capes and FUNNY HATS. MURDOCK stares At her with his hazel eyes. Her Beauty, he Feels tempted to steal the DIAMOND & EMERALD Heart shaped necklace NADINE was wearing. He Thought of KNOCKING her head off with a blunt ole cast IRON that was on the coffee table.

NADINE
Did you just have a flashing thought of MURDERING me? She whispered...

MURDOCK
Nah, my brother, Charles MANSON just got Life in PRISON for KILLING some actresses auditioning for the set on DIAMONDS & EMERALDS, and I sure don’t want to join him.

NADINE
Ok, ok I thought you had a MURDERESS thought That look in your eyes, so intent...

DREAMA
AWE you come in good FAITH to warn me about You know who?

MURDOCK
WHO?

NADINE
No who are you two WITCHES bewitching at MIDNIGHT hour tonight? Don’t you ever HURT the blonde haired Gal at DOLPHINS INN.

DREAMA
Murdock, you’re in love with her and LAID your eyes on her she’s FIERCY with her piercing eyes and her voice crackling with lust after you. I hope that ole shark doesn’t steal you away from me.

NADINE
Taking out a fresh country egg she begins to pray for the couple covering their body with the whole FRESH EGG chanting a mantra
then cracking it OPEN into a glass of water. tomorrow you will see the eye of MURDOCK lusts.

DREAMA
Ok, I’ll kill her and TIE her to a Chandelier.

MURDOCK
Oh, your jealousy is elementary and CHILDISH in behavior slapping my face at the DOLPHINS INN last night, jealousy it’s all so stupid. Why you come up with your own UNIQUE MURDER. Don’t copy my brothers! Why he CAPTIONED worldwide attention and may never WALK A CHRISTIAN PATH again.

DREAMA
Oh why do I always feel better when Nadine comes over here. I feel like her CHRISTIAN POWERS mending and repairing my JEALOUS SPELL.

NADINE
(exiting the door to the TWIN TOWER, she walks down the path with her witch paraphernalia. She comes to the DOLPHIN INN where she meets up with BECKY SUE. Can I buy you a drink?

BECKY SUE
Yes, I’d love one.

NADINE
(SPIKING the drink with a MAGICAL potion As BECKY SUE heads to the bathroom.) Oh Here it is you’re back, I have to go home.

MURDOCK
(enters the DOLPHINS INN)
Hi, Becky SUE I missed you.

BECKY SUE
(Becky pulls him to her, and hugs him and Kisses him they move to the dance floor to
dance a slow dance, they soon LEAVE the bar. Becky Sue’s home.
Let’s go to my house and make LOVE.

They arrive at the little cottage and go directly to bed and make love, cause the potion made her lust like a cat on the prowl. A full moon shadowed their love making, meanwhile the state attorney heads to Dreama’s mansion to look for Nadine. Dreama answers the door in a negligee.

DREAMA
Jack, come in, I need you in my bed.

She offered him a shot of TENNESSEE whiskey. He added a WICKED MAGIC LOVE POTION to Dreama’s drink as he carried her off to a BEDROOM and he gets in the bed and MAKES LOVE to her.

JACK
I’ve always wanted to make love to you. They fall asleep when a black cat scampered on the dresser and meowed waking them up. He dressed quickly and ran out to his jeep.

CUT TO:

CLOSE SCENE FADE

EXT. SHERIFF BILLY’S HOME SAME EVENING DUSK

BILLY
Hey look what the cat dragged in.

NADINE
Yes, I came by to have a drink with you, she hurriedly drugs him with the SEXY CONCOCTION let me SEDUCE you tonight, as she undresses and has the GIANT emerald HEART diamond necklace on while she seduces Billy like a lustful PIRATE witch ROBBING Brenda’s keep.

BILLY
Yes we will always SNEAK as she goes.
Up and down on him.

(Brenda arrived home with a basket full of flowers and eggs and hides Behind the crack in the door, watching the ole GYPSY WITCH go up and down on BILLY)

NADINE
I’d better dress and go home
Before jack finds me.
(she dresses quickly)

NIGHT FADES

CUT TO:

EXT. CONTINUATION AT BRENDA & BILLYS HOME        NEXT MORNING

The morning sun rose with cackling hens and rooster cock-a-doodle doos and Brenda questioning Billy in bed if he had ever slept with anyone else behind her back...

BRENDA
I’ve been wondering Billy have you
Ever slept with anyone behind my back?

BILLY
MERCY NO

BRENDA
Oh I thought YOU were sleeping
with the ole GYPSY WITCH in my
little sick MIND.. and I thought
I’d get you back and sleep with
Nadines HUSBAND; JACK FROSTY, no
sense keeping him FROSTY and could
while his wife’s been over here!

BILLY
Now listen no one has slept with
your HORNEY HUSBAND, now stop this
at once! (they snuggle in the bed kissing and making love back at the twin TOWER CASTLE, the phone is ringing.)

DREAMA
Hello, Hi Sister Sally! Come on over we are having a pumpkin FESTIVAL in the park this evening.

SISTER SALLY
Let’s get ready for the PUMPKIN FESTIVAL we’ll go pick JACK up and Nadine and head over after AWHILE.

DREAMA
We, Sally and I came over to SEDUCE you, and KISS you all over!

JACK
Well lets go get in the bed!

SISTER SALLY
It’s going to be like making love to JESUS.

DREAMA
Just take your clothes off and seduce JACK, while I KISS him with that RED LIPSTICK all over his BODY. I really want Nadine to know we are helping her with her homework!

SALLY
But your MURDOCK was seen coming out of the DOLPHINS INN last night around 11:00 with Becky Sue, it wasn’t Nadine!

DREAMA
(growls)
Oh I’m going to get rid of that Becky Sue as she KISSES Jack with RED LIPSTICK all over his BODY.
THIS is better than JESUS making love to Jack over and OVER again. Let’s go to the PUMPKIN FESTIVAL all three of us.

JACK
Ok, I’m driving us to the PARK,
And I will bet on the WEIGHT of a PUMPKIN.

NADINE
Hey Jack Baby, where have you been?
and what’s with all these LIPSTICK MARKS on your body! I’ve counted 107 lipstick marks all over you

JACK
Sister Sally and Dreama got carried Away. Wow there’s one way of telling Your wife you’re screwing around! Hee Hee!

NADINE
It’s better than being told behind my back.

DREAMA
Hi, I just wanted to invite you to HOLLY and Shane’s BIRTHDAY the twins will be 24 years old.

JACK
Yes, I’ll be THERE, at the castle, I’ll be there lets BET on the weight of a pumpkin as all the pumpkins are lined up.

KENTUCKY
TWO-HUNDRED pounds, I won! I get the RED CORVETTE, and I just accepted a PROPOSAL to marry SHANE look at my DIAMOND RING.

SHANE
This PUMPKIN FESTIVAL is smashing and I love everyone’s COSTUME.
The next morning the nuns take the children on a field trip to the zoo. They pet the animals.

SISTER SALLY
Look at the ELEPHANTS and the GIRAFFES aren’t they PRETTY?

NADINE
I like the LIONS and the MONKEYS
(the children walk around holding hands)

DREAMA
I’m going to set up my easel and paint Some zoo animals with my oil pastels. Let’s enjoy the GORILLA HOUSE.

THE NUNS
Let’s all eat some hotdogs and chips and drink a coke. This is a wonderful day for a field trip. Let’s take the children more often. We can go to the CALIFORNIA State Prison on the way home and teach ‘Thou shall not Kill’

SISTER SALLY
Now we’re entering the State Prison they have bad men that kill here and may never get out of JAIL. They robbed banks, killed people set homes on fire and caused crimes
'till they were in prison.

THE CALIFORNIA STATE POLICE
Try to hold hands my good children so you Won’t lose one ANOTHER.

NADINE
The prisoners are HORRIBLE, they’ve been LOCKED up for twenty years, their in a BAD MOOD.”

A FIVE YEAR OLD CHILD
That’s CHARLIE MANSON, Charles MCSILLYFACE
your face had been all over TV for MURDER and everyone can learn a lesson from you while you’re in PRISON.

CHARLES MANSON
(sneers and snickers hee, hee, hee little children you better not copy me on those movie stars! OR YOU’LL be in here the rest of your LIFE.

SISTER SALLY
You children live by the TEN COMMANDMENTS or you’ll be here in PRISON. Look at their cell it’s just a little shoe box, how awful that they killed and didn’t listen to their mother’s.

NADINE
Let’s take them to a BEAUTIFUL restaurant so they remember the REWARD of being good with good food and good memories.

KENTUCKY
HI, Journey, it’s been so long fancy meeting you at this snazzy restaurant. I’ve been SHOPPING I bought some BOOKS oil pastels, Let me hug you Sally and NADINE.

JOURNEY
I bought some lined paper notebooks to keep a journal. I want to be a FREELANCE writer.
THE SCHOOL CHILDREN
I want to write books too, when I grow up, I don’t want to go to a stinking PRISON.

SALLY
I thought you’d become a big NURSE, KENTUCKY. Oh here comes the EVANGELIST
To our table we’ll ask him to JOIN us.

EVANGELIST
I just came back from praying for the MURDERERS to be SAVED at the State PRISON.

KENTUCKY
Oh how good of you to come about those WICKED prisoners and save them.

EVANGELIST
I got them to all turn their SOULS in to JESUS! SO they CAN go to Heaven!

JOURNEY
I’m touched by you.

CUT TO:

EXT.

CLOSE RESTAURANT SCENE    TWIN TOWERS CASTLE    MOMENTS LATER

MURDOCK
I’m going to call SISTER SALLY my little NUN to come over tonight for a big CELEBRATION party.

DREAMA
Ok, tell her to be there at 7:00 PM Call the WHOLE GANG.

The actors and actresses all showed up dressed like a PIRATE
Or a GYPSY. The House was decorated with PUMPKINS and a big model Ship was sitting on the coffee table for the movie the HAUNTING OF The PIRATES TREASURE.

68.

NADINE
I’m going to dress like a gypsy PIRATE and wear this PIRATES HAT and FISHNET pantyhose with a mini skirt.

BRENDA
Me too, hey check my Pirates costume out, it’s an ole dress with a PIRATES hat. Some one’s at the door. It’s Sister SALLY.

SALLY
AM I late?

DREAMA
No, here comes Becky Sue and her State Trooper date, and Nadine right behind her. Let’s sneak in here Nadine and dose the SMOOTHIES so BECKY SUE will be Stoned.

NADINE
Yes, a SCARY mind drugging that will embarrass her and make her EXCITE herself and misbehaving where MURDOCK will lose interest in her” she doses one of the DRINKS and puts an ‘S’ on the glass and letters for the rest of the GANG.

DREAMA
Music from SANTANA will set the night off. (black magic spell played on the stereo as the gang and Sally grabbed the wrong drink) Everyone grab a DRINK.

SISTER SALLY
Can I BORROW a black dress and dance with a PIRATE?

DREAMA
Yes indeed! I’ll go get some FISHNET panty hose and a SEXY dress so you can enjoy.
SALLY
Sally took the garments in the laboratory she began to change clothes when the drugged drink hit her. The taxidermied Fox said oooooooooh

Oooooooooh and the BOBCAT bit her on the tail. Sally began to hallucinate as the Jaguar roared and growled at Sister Sally as she took off the nuns cape and veil. The little nun began to scream as the bobcat bit her on the bottom and the cougar snarled at her, pulling her very long dark hair. She laughed as she played with them in a dancing manner holding their paws as she rocked back and forth dancing while in her undies. She tried to put on the fishnet pantyhose when the little fox pulled them off. Hallucinating terribly she managed to get up and dress and enter the party as the Jaguar licked her cheek. Santana continued to play very loudly. She hugged the animals around the neck as she hallucinated them as they loved her. Every one gaped at her Beautiful appearance.

MURDOCK
Oh my God you are very PRETTY!

DREAMA
Yes, SALLY, you’re prettier than any of us! Why your hair is so long and very beautiful. Where has JESUS been hiding you all these YEARS?

JAKE
I can’t believe how RADIANT you look without that NUN CAPE and VEIL.

SOPHIE
Yes and what a GREAT BODY you have little nun SALLY.

SALLY
Well I thank you can I dance with Murdock will you be my PIRATE?

SOPHIE
There’s FIREWORKS out on the BALCONY! Look at the SKY.

SALLY
I’m seeing a long FOX NOSE on you Murdock and a long tail. Rubbing her eyes. SALLY swings the fishnet panty hose around MURDOCK. I’ll catch me a PIRATE.
MURDOCK
Let me hug you and KISS you pulling her down on the couch and LOVING each other.

(Sister Sally and Murdock heavily Petted on the couch.)

SALLY
Murdock you’re lying on me, and rubbing my foolishness.

DREAMA
Get up and eat your STEAK & POTATOE.

SALLY
Ok it’s DELICIOUS.

BECKY SUE
Hugs, Murdock and KISSES him on the Cheek.

DREAMA
That drink was meant for you Becky Sue my little NUN SALLY got it.

SALLY
You, mean I’m DRUGGED? The bobcat and the little FOX, they were alive well that explained it. I saw Murdock as a fox. I remember FAINTING and he was on top of me. He told me that CHARLES MANSON was his brother!

DREAMA
No, they are not related, you HALLUCINATED the whole story, and that’s all it is a story Murdock and I are from Tracy City, Tennessee where we just had a revival. The GOVERNOR of Tennessee asked that we save and heavily crusade for CHRIST. We are from Tennessee right there in Grundy County.

SALLY
The only reason you know is cause YOU put the DRUG in my DRINK, you knew I wasn’t my self.
Alright get some SLEEP as she tucks Sally under the covers in a BED of a guest bedroom in the castle. Dreama awoke in the middle of the night and tried on Sister Sally’s nun cape and veil, and PRAYED as she stood in the window of the tower that SISTER Sally would recover from the horrible DRUGGED INCIDENT she also prayed that she would always be with MURDOCK.

CLOSE CELEBRATION

CUT TO:

EXT. THE NEXT MORNING AFTER THE CELEBRATION PARTY MORNING

Morning soon came as the rooster crowed. She and Sally showered and she brushed Sally’s hair and helped her dress in her nun’s cape and veil.

DREAMA
I wish you could have had sex with one of our PIRATES last night.

SALLY
Yes, I know I wish I could of, but they’re all your lovers anyway I’m in a tight COVENANT and am not allow-ed to have SEX, for I am Married to JESUS.

DREAMA
But, that’s no feeling at all, I mean how do you get your HONEY and JUICES flowing, how do you relieve yourself?

SALLY
Oh, I don’t know, I just WIGGLE it out in the sheets.
DREAMA
Oh how awful, would you quit that HORNEY spell and get JAMES he is so you! In looks and style.

SALLY
Well, I have to go, I will be MISSED at the COVENTRY it’s SUNDAY and I have mass, SISTER MADISON will wonder where I am?

DREAMA
(walks Sally to the door)
You may have gotten MURDOCK’s shot of KENTUCKY BOURBAN in your smoothie.

SALLY
Goodnight my LITTLE GYPSY WOMAN you know whatever you put in the drinks was TASTE-less.
(they hugged each other goodnight)

DREAMA
(talks aloud to herself) I know she will survive in Jesus’s NAME. If only I did the night up differently, maybe put the correct name on the glasses! We drugged the wrong guest. I forgot to act JEALOUS of Becky Sue, as SALLY stole the night! That little nun stole the LIME-LIGHT. Ohhhh how I wish I could of CAUGHT Murdock with Becky Sue! She thought, as she DRIFTED off fast to sleep I love him so.

Dreama took a nap and dreamt Jesus was calling her and wanted her to take better care of Sister Sally. She dreamt that Sally died from this very dangerous hallucinating drug. Sister Madison called scolding her for the night! She cried on the phone apologizing to her and the phone went click in her ear. She heard a loud click and the phone went dead. She awoke scared to death.
Meanwhile back at the nun covenant Sister Sally made it home.

SISTER SALLY & THE NUNS

I want to hear all about her trip to the hippies mansion. Oh we were WORRIED sick about you. Didn’t you think of us at all Sister Sally?(the sisters explained)

SALLY
No , I only enjoyed SIPPING on my strawberry Smoothie until my mind was in such a DRUNKEN SPIN and I felt down and slept until early this Morning. I danced all NIGHT with the GANG and Had a TERRIBLE TIME.)

SISTER REBECCA
Well show us how you DANCED, were they Christian Moves, or did you just stand their stupidly?

SISTER SALLY
Ok I danced something like this my arms up in the air and laughing with EXPRESSION. I then moved my arms up and down like a MONKEY.

SISTER REBECCA
Oh you didn’t dance like a monkey, did you ha-ha Ha (all the sisters roared as they gathered around Sister SALLY)Don’t you know the HORSE?

SISTER MADISON
And what did you eat?

SISTER SALLY
Prime rib and steak on a stick with POTATOES And GARLIC bread. Why?
SISTER MADISON

Were you in a DRUNKEN STUPOR?

SISTER SALLY

Yes, and I was just wild, I couldn’t remember a thing! I fell asleep and woke up at 6:00 AM to

Dreama lying beside me, she was WORRIED sick that I was going to die,

SISTER MADISON

Oh well, those CARNAL parties just aren’t for you! Well what is Dreama MONTGOMERY like?

SISTER SALLY

She is not LIKE any of us, she is a BEAUTIFUL BEAST, full of love and sex filled with carnal likes for Murdock, she is out of a DREAM, this movie they had made twenty years ago is about a dream she had while she was in a COMATOSE STATE of MIND in the HOSPITAL on a machine.

SISTER MADDY

Oh my goodness sakes!

SISTER SALLY

Yes, and Dreama witnessed a MURDER, and because of the COMA it never got solved. Now that she’s awakened to a COMATOSE SLUMBER she has had time to reenact the scenes and come up with a MURDER that’s the SCRUTINY, and why it hasn’t been re-launched to the audience, it was a real MURDER she become involved in and has APHASIA and MEMORY losses.

SISTER REBECCA

Oh Dear are you getting invited with Dreama and MURDOCK in that HAUNTED MANSION, we let you have this EXPERIENCE and, I sent you to convert them and I’m afraid they have converted you!

SISTER SALLY

Oh Sisters she is a very PRETTY RICH LONG hair-ed very ATTRACTIVE gal whom has a group of friends to grow with no MATTER what they’re doing!
SISTER MADISON
You mean they don’t follow the good Lord any at all.

SISTER SALLY
Well if they do they allow MINI-SKIRTS and wild parties and ANIMALS that come alive!

SISTER REBECCA
ANIMALS that come ALIVE?

SISTER SALLY
Oh SISTERS they were the stuffed, or I mean the TAXIDERMIED animals they had in the LABORATORY, I was HALLUCINATING and they just sprang out at me and bit me on the bottom. (Sally touched her little TAIL in BEWILDERMENT)

SISTER MADISON
You mean that you took a trip sister, on a hallucinating drug?

SISTER GEORGIA
Oh Mother did SALLY get drugged, is that what she is SAYING?

SISTER SALLY
Oh sisters, I did! I drank a concoction and I was HALLUCINATING all night long, I almost died, I saw the FOX and danced with him, or no it was MURDOCK, and the MUSIC was crazy like bongo drums like SANTANA! They sang black MAGIC WOMAN.

SISTER GEORGIA
You mean you got to ENJOY Santana?

SISTER SALLY
Yes and I was FALLING all over the place and I HAD to lay down.

SISTER ELIZABETH
Oh Sister Sally, why didn’t you call on the LORD to find out what to do?
SISTER SALLY
Well I never THOUGHT to, I was so in another WORLD! so far out and wonderful, I even attracted some PIRATES!

SISTER ELIZABETH
But, what will your JESUS think of you? DANCING with PIRATES and laying down and getting stoned on a drug?

SISTER SALLY
No, I don’t take it on my own, the HIPPIES had put it in my SMOOTHIE.

SISTER CARA
We’ve listened to your wild SHABANG With the HIPPIES oh we must get you To MASS so you can repent and be for- Given from JESUS, he is who you are Married to.

SISTER ERIKA
Did you like one PIRATE more than the other?

SISTER SALLY
I guess I did, but oh well they were all taken.

SISTER CARA
Well how was the CASTLE decorated?

SISTER SALLY
Like PIRATES in the old world, and a GIANT model ship sat on the coffee table and we DANCED around it and en- joyed our evening, then Murdock told me that he was Charles Manson’s broth- er and I just FAINTED, to awaken in a guest bedroom with Dreama praying at my side.
SISTER CARA
Oh me Sally, he is not any relation to that MANSON KILLER( as she stomped her foot angrily) He and Dreama came from TRACY CITY, TENNESSEE. He was just teasing you, he is of no relationship to him. Why Sister Sally they just had you all drugged up to believe anything.

SISTER SALLY
Yes, and it made the night more scarier too! I heard voices laughing at me as I slept, saying Charles Manson ha-ha-ha you have no BUISNESS there! And it was as if I had just thought it!

SISTER MARGARETT
Your mind was very drugged, you must stay with one to make sure you return to your natural state.

SISTER SALLY
Oh sisters, I fell asleep only to awaken to Dreama holding my crucifix praying intently for me, I was covered with rose petals and in the NUDE in a GUEST BEDROOM.

SISTER MADISON
Oh me, I want YOU to go upstairs and miss MASS tonight, and just for sharing such a CARNAL event you must water the FLOWERS every day for three months!

SISTER SALLY
Oh now I’ll MISS all the winter season I was going to spend with DREAMA MONTGOMERY.”

SISTER MADISON
Yes, you MUST not take a physical trip to the HIPPIES CASTLE to take a mind trip when you get there! Learn not to let your HAIR down outside the church!
SISTER SALLY
Oh I’m being PUNISHED for going to the CELEBRATION PARTY at the HIPPIES MANSON (she bathed and put on her pajamas and fell fast asleep. She dreamt that GOD would soon send her a SUITOR. She woke up and kneeled by the bed and prayed that she would MARRY someone to take care of her SPECIAL needs, so she can have a home like DREAMA and friends, maybe children and an education, I pray I become a speech pathologist like ANNE SULLIVAN whom worked with Helen Keller. I really need a wealthy man to pick me up. (a thunderstorm came and a tornado was spotted, the nuns all went downstairs as they sang hymns. Hail sister Margaret PRAYED Sally would get accepted at UCLA and work with little children.)

SISTER SALLY
The tornado PASSED and I thanked the LORD that it doesn’t TAKE all our lives at the covenant here. The woman on the phone was Dreama out at the CASTLE she was praying that the TORNADO did not hit us.

SISTER MADDY
I am going UPSTAIRS to apply for a loan For SISTER SALLY to go to college at UCLA.

SISTER SALLY
Oh do! Mother Madison! I hope to marry someday SOON too! An be blessed with children!

SISTER MADDY
You know if you EVER marry you have to come out of the covenant, and leave this life of the SISTERS, don’t you?

SISTER SALLY
Yes, oh I want to be like Dreama, sisters. I want a home, HUSBAND, children, friends,
people. Oh make it happen for me sister!

(James comes in the covenant all soaked with rain showers)
James, how did you find me? Why you’ve driven for a couple of hours to see me on this stormy night!

JAMES
Murdock & Dreama drew me a map, I enjoyed you at the party I thought I’d come visit you. You are so GOR-GEOUS I didn’t want to lose you for one NIGHT.

SISTER SALLY
Are we a good match?

JAMES
Yes my GOOD GIRLFRIEND, I am here, please take me. I would love to be your good BOYFRIEND.(the two sat down giggling in front of the fireplace eating CRISPY marshmallow TREATS and hot COCOA to drink)

THE SISTERS
Please stay for DINNER we prepared A ROAST with ALL the works, you are invited to eat with us in the house of the LORD

JAMES
Well, yes of course I’m starved.

SISTER MADISON
Oh good, HOW GREAT THOU ART Sister Sally (sitting in front of the fire with the nuns)James what do you do for a LIVING?

JAMES
I’m a DRUG DEALER

MOTHER MADISON
Oh a drug dealer huh? Mother Madison
looked at the other sisters on the couch and sternly said GET him OUT of here!

JAMES
(sliding down on the couch giggling)
Can I MARRY your GIRL SALLY?

MOTHER MADISON
No, you may not! My SALLY is worth Far more than a DRUG DEALER.

JAMES
Oh MOTHER MADISON, I am just teasing you! I am really a SCREENPLAY WRITER for HOLLYWOOD. (James laughs aloud)

SISTER MADISON
Oh, then why on EARTH didn’t you tell me that?

JAMES
I was just seeing if you were desperate to get rid of her your LITTLE SISTER SALLY!

SISTER MADISON
No we still may NOT give her to you.

JAMES
Oh sister MADDY you are so cute, a HUNDRED YEAR OLE NUN, oh you, you’re a JEWEL!

SISTER MADISON
Yes, and I don’t feel well today! My cat bit me, and I want to DIE, I must of got cat SCRATCH FEVER.

JAMES
Where is the cat now?

SISTER MADISON
I think one of the sisters had taken it threw it in the WOODS. I want it back! I NEED my CAT back now.
JAMES
Ok, I’ll find him and bring him back

SISTER MADISON
Well find him please, and bring him back to me. I can’t live without my CAT. He was just playing with me and bit my LEG, and I over reacted and sent him on.

JAMES
Yes, MOTHER MADISON, I will go find him, and bring him back to you. You are a DIAMOND and must have your CAT back to you and it will wake you up MEOWING.” The full MOON will bring that CAT back to you and it will wake you up when it gets back.

CLOSE NUNS COVENANT                    NIGHT TIME

INT. JAKE & SOPHIES THANKSGIVING PARTY AT DREAMA’S CASTLE

MURDOCK
I’m making a TOAST as the year comes to an end. CONGRATULANTS to MIKE for his HIGH raise in practicing law as he joined the SUPREME COURT, and SALLY and JAMES are getting married as they became engaged! Sally is passing in COLLEGE and SOPHIE is pregnant with JAKE’s girl. All good things come from the LORD.

DREAMA
Let’s eat TURKEY, Brenda fixed a big FEAST, you all make sure you cut you down a CHRISTMAS tree from the FARM before you leave. Goodnight everyone, make sure your tree is tied down tight on your CAR, and drive
CAROL
There’s ice on the roads. I’m starting to slip she tells BROOKE and MIKE (the car slipped with her HUSBAND and rolled over 2-3 times). I’m leaving the road. (their bodies were thrown out of the jeep all four were buried in the heavy snow. Mike had crawled to Brooke and covered her with the CHRISTMAS tree. An ambulance had arrived at the scene, cause the Evangelist found them. The EMS lifted their bodies on COTS and took them to the hospital)

CUT TO:

EXT. THE NEXT DAY AT THE HOSPITAL

MURDOCK
How’s Brooke?

SISTER SALLY
They are all in CRITICAL condition. BROOKE is cold and FROST BITTEN they might have to amputate.

DREAMA
No, I can’t believe if we were just all singing and decorating the tree, and making a CHRISTMAS WREATH. Oh my goodness, I am so scared my friends GOD gave me from my COMATOSE dream, I need them all back GOD.

MURDOCK
Carol broke her hip, Mike had a con-
cussion, and could not talk. Buster cracked his skill, and had a HALO BRACE on it to close it back together.”

DREAMA
Let’s go to the CHAPEL here in the Hospital and PRAY.

FADE

CUT TO:

INT. ONE MONTH LATER NUNS COVENANT AFTERNOON

BROOKE
It’s so GLAD I got the sensation BACK in my legs, and can WALK again!

BUSTER
It’s a MIRACLE from God that my FRACTURED SKULL closed and I’m alright, and CAROLS hip healed, Mike will be APHASIA, but at LEAST he’s alive.

Back at the nun convent the sisters were hanging ornaments on a Very large tree.

SISTER SALLY
Look James PROPOSED to me and gave me a DIAMOND RING!

JAMES
She said, YES! And she’s soon to be my PROUD wife.
EXT. DREAMAS CASTLE    SISTERS SINGING CHRISTMAS CAROLS   NIGHT

All the sisters sang Jingle bells in front of the fireplace at Dreamas castle they exchange gifts. The house was decorated with Poinsettia’s. They are about to exchange gifts.

MURDOCK
Oh, how cool, flannel pajamas and slippers with a matching housecoat, and a stunning DIAMOND-Emerald ring with matching necklace.

DREAMA
This is the CUTEST blue TEDDY with slippers and a box of chocolates, and a diamond ring with an emerald in it! The Christmas tree is GORGEOUS look at my gift from Sister Sally it’s a porcelain NUN holding a CRUCIFIX and roses and rosary beads. I love it.

They cuddled in front of the fireplace and drank their cocoa. Brenda and Billy were in the kitchen preparing steak and onions with garlic bread.

BRENDA
Let’s all eat and exchange GIFTS.

SHERIFF BILLY
I’m ripping open the prettiest package from Brenda with RED/WHITE ribbons bows. Oh wow a tie and tie clip and pajamas with a new novel called ‘TO Walk a CHRISTIAN PATH’ by RACHEL WOLFE. Oh, alright yes! SOME stories of nuns and ANGELS and good dialogue got published.

BRENDA
It’ll soon be our next meal TICKET from HOLLYWOOD we’re going to make a SCREENPLAY from a book with this new authors BLESSING, it’s an all
BILLY
I’m excited, we all have a role it’s a continuation of DIAMONDS & EMERALDS.

BRENDA
Oh how good of you for this good gift a brush set and comb and a diamond-emerald necklace like the ole Gypsy WITCH, NADINE.

SOPHIE
Here I come down the stairs we’re cooking a MEXICAN BREAKFAST tomorrow with tamales and eggs, refried beans and CHORIZO with flour tortillas. I got a Piñata from Jake and some MEXICAN CASTENETTAS with a sombrero. scontinued to dance with the cas-tenettas to a Mexican Rhumba fast song. The tribe clapped as she continued to dance around a Mexican sombrero around and around she goes. She opened a present from JAKE “oh it’s a Mexican chiwawa! How did he not suffocate?

JAKE
I just wrapped him up a few seconds ago, go ahead read the card. Oh it’s a Diamond ring with an Emerald let’s name the POOCH BURRITO so I can always remember this Christmas forever lets go outside and see your other gift.

SOPHIE
Oh my, it’s a 1940 FORD COUP in bright RED! A car oh honey it’s GORGEOUS I bought you a SNOWMOBILE.” The gifts are too much and my little friend, Burrito, he’s wonderful, and the RING is enough to always drive back to you in my NEW car. I LOVE you, I love you JAKE, and you too! Burrito! They jumped on the snowmobile and rode off.

Miles away California Trooper and Becky Sue were decorating Christmas cookies and enjoying Christmas at home. They were plan-
ning a big wedding as Becky Sue received a diamond engagement Ring. Back at Redlands the NUNS were rejoicing as sister/mother Madison died in her sleep. Her back CAT was sitting on top of her body.

SCENE CLOSES

CUT TO:

EXT. THE NEXT DAY IN THE PARK ICE SKATING AFTERNOON

CAROL
Help me, help ME Carol screams as she was ICE-skating and fell into a hole as the ice BROKE. Help me

BRENDA
I’m here with Journey come on I’ll give you a STURDY branch. Pull yourself out with this STICK, just hang on to the stick! HURRY before it breaks and I FALL in.

CAROL
Ok I got it, as the TWO girls pull Carol up on the ICE and walk her to the car. I almost drowned! I WAS just skating. I’ve been STRUGGLING for twenty minutes hanging on for DEAR life.

CUT TO:

BRENDA’S HOME MOMENTS LATER

JOURNEY
I believe I was GIVING you a psychic Call. MOTHERS and daughters connect it’s a well known PHENOMENON.

BRENDA
I’m taking you HOME and getting you in
a warm BATH to soak in.

CAROL
Ok, please take care of me.

JOURNEY
I’ll get the electric BLANKET on her Bed warm. (Brenda is getting wood for

The FIREPLACE and as she places
the kindling in the FIRE a blaze
caught her EYE and she had a
vision that her mother is calling
Her.)

BRENDA
Wait for me mommy, DON”T leave me,
I’m COMING.

CUT TO:

BRENDA’s MOTHER HOME         MOMENTS LATER          EVENING

Brenda drives quickly to her mother’s home.

JAZZY BELLA SPARKMAN
I’m dying HONEY, don’t leave me, I’m
old and dying I left you this home
with a will in my dresser drawer. It’s
from your FATHER he was once a JUDGE,
and a CALIFORNIA STATE SENATOR. It’s
his last will and testament.

BRENDA
Oh mother, thank you, a trust FUND
transferred to ME for a quarter million
DOLLARS!

BELLA
Brenda, I spent most of my time in
The STATE MENTAL INSTITUTE, and you
gave me the best years of my last de-
cade. Oh MOMMY thanks for the will and
the money. I have a long dark secret
to reveal. WELL Carol is your sister, she’s a CHILD. I had before the wed-
ding. I had out of WEDLOCK and my older sister took her and RAISED her.”

BRENDA
Carol, I just SAVED her life in the PARK an hour ago. CAROL had gone ice-
skating and fell through a hole as the ICE BROKE lose! I found her screamming, and I got a tree branch and pulled her out of the hole in the POND where she had been ICE-ska-
ting.

BELLA
Oh no my Carol daughter almost drown-
ed tonight I can’t believe it what a BLESSING this is. She inherits the beach house and $400,000,000 thousand dollars too. I have something to give you, and I want you to promise you will always be an actress as she pulls out a BROACH with a designed SIAMESE cat with a long neck and EMERALD EYES cover-
ed with DIAMONDS & EMERALDS.

BRENDA
Oh how BEAUTIFUL MOMMY, Oh mommy, mommy please don’t die as she felt her mommy fade and she was gone… (Billy soon came and they kneeled down and prayed by her bedside.

FADE  
CUT TO:

INT. DREAMS CASTLE  MOMENTS LATER  EVENING
TENNESSEE STATE TROOPER
I have a WARRANT to pick up VICTORIA PENCOCK and take her back to TENNESSEE to a MR. CHARLES PENCOCK at the Tennes-see STATE institute.

DREAMA
I divorced HIM, I left him thirty years ago! And I don’t to go with you, my life and home is here with MURDOCK MANSON and my two children.

TENNESSEE STATE TROOPER
You have no choice the warrant is from the STATE JUDGE I have plane TICKETS to fly you back to the state Institute called Snakes Queens Bend.

DREAMA
(Dreama resisting him oh no you don’t take me from my home, SCREAMS yells as the TROOPER picks her up and takes her in the PATROL car to the airport. They board the plane to CHATTANOOGA, Tennessee. in four hours they were there and she was placed in CUSTODY of the state of Tennes-see in a mental ward. She entered a very large room with a sign COMOTOSE REHABILI-TATION she heard the song on the stereo By CRYSTAL Gayle playing “If you ever Change your mind.” It was so loud she became delirious. There on the shelves in the rehab. Room were very large life sized Doll MANNEQUINS sitting on shelves and rocking chairs in the room. They were dolls that resembled her GANG. SALLY, MURDOCK, SOPHIE, Nadine, Jake, Brenda, Billy, and Charles. The mannequins and the song made Dreama so sick. She struck Becky Sues man- nequins on the face very hard ‘If you ever Change your mind, maybe another place and Time...”
She hugged the SOPHIE doll MANNEQUIN and KISSED the MURDOCK’s doll face and hugged SISTER SALLY she picked up the Murdock doll and laid down on the bed whispered I love you Murdock, I always will.

(she fell asleep)

CHARLES PENCOCK
Victoria, my LOVE I have spent the last twenty-five years looking and searching for you, where did you go?

DREAMA
I got lost Charles, and a boy from my COMATOSE slumber found me in TRACY CITY and we’ve been together ever since, we love each other and have HOLLY & SHANE.

CHARLES
But oh darling you belong to me. I love you Victoria, you’re my wife. I will provide THERAPY for you and we’ll be back in a jiffy.

DREAMA
Jiffy not, I’m a whole different person I’m no LONGER your wife, you need to be awaken to the truth.

CHARLES
No, you’re my wife, you’ll be having therapy today to understand your friends had no business abducting you selling you off to HOLLYWOOD, losing your identity shedding your name, style, taking you far away and BRAINWASHING you! You’re my wife and I will be taking you name with me in two weeks to return you to the role as my beloved wife.”
Oh no, I’m scared, I feel nothing for you, I LOVE MURDOCK, who put all these Doll MANNEQUINS?

I paid to provide you this COGNITIVE THERAPY, so you’ll be in a real world with me, so you can tell your doll friends GOODBYE.

Oh no, these doll friends BELONG to another place and time.

Ok let’s put you to bed, after a long FLIGHT you have jet lag. You need therapy when you wake up to learn to TOUCH and feel again and learn to forgive.

Oh, oh, oh, oh he thinks I need therapy with dolls. To learn to feel from the heart. Oh my goodness with a RUBBER DOLL life mannequin when I had LITTLE NUN Sally to hold my hand with our living flesh TOUCHING one another from the heart and my LOVER Murdock making love to me.

You’ll need lots of psychiatry to pair your subconscious organization skills And orientation development. You’ll have role models to copy and SHAPE up your DECISION making. We’ll even PERFORM an exorcism on you to cast out TOMMY!

Crossing her eyes and pulling the sheet up to her EYES she looked at him. Let me sleep I need my WHIMSY Sleep.
CHARGE NURSE
Visiting hours are over. She needs Torazine, XANAX, Morphine.

DREAMIE
Oh no I’ll be a complete AOMBIE.

NURSE
(beckoning Charles out of the room)
Get some sleep tomorrow cause you have therapy.

DREAMIE
Dreama wake up to a doll mannequin as she was hallucinating to hear sister SALLY talking about coming to get her and taking her home, I can’t wait till we find you.

MURDOCKS MANNEQUIN
I LOVE you Dreamie, and I will find you and kill Charles Pencock.” She begins to make love to the large RUBBER DOLLS KISSING the mouth, touching his hair going up and down. She smelled him he smelled like a rubber doll and said What the hell a DILDO, a sex institute you’re a damn PLASTIC doll.

In the meantime Murdock had flown from California to Tennessee and snuck behind Charles Pencock’s home where he kneel ed by the window to overhear a conversation Charles was having on the phone.

CHARLES
Yes I found my long lost wife she was hiding with a bunch of HIPPIES in HOLLYWOOD and acting out her dreams as a paid ACTRESS. She needs lots of REHABILITATION to stabilize her with me. I’m going to the institute tomorrow and see her through this abduction of thirty years. I want to be right there if she feels anything for me, any PITY, love or BITTERNESS or remorse even love.”
I will kill that HIPPIE who kidnapped her in TRACY CITY and took her MILLIONS of miles from here, she’s brain washed and she says she has two grown children by him, a son and a daughter.

CUT TO:

EXT. CONTINUATION BACK AT THE STATE INSTITUTE NEXT MORNING

DREAMA
I hate Charles Pencock, I hate him, I hate him so damn much for getting Me on a plan, and messing up my life.

CHARLES
The search for VICTORIA PENCOCK is over as she has been found living in a HOLLYWOOD castle with some HIPPIES they BRAINWASHED her and made movies with her about what she dreamt during COMATOSE SPELL. The movie ‘The Haunting of the Pirates Treasure.’ About a bunch of hippies and PIRATES on a ship. The Judge ordered her back home.

CHARGE NURSE
The psychologist and PSYCHIATRIST will be back Monday, they don’t work on the weekend.

DREAMA
They don’t work on the weekends! Well I have IMMEDIATE PROBLEMS I need to be seen right now, so I can prove I’m STABLE and so I can return to my LIFE in CALIFORNIA. I have people. I have CHILDREN to love and enjoy. I do not need rehabilitation or institutionalized care, you had better leave me alone my boyfriend’s brother is Charles Manson! He will GET you if you don’t let me out of here.
No, mam I want to keep you here for the weekend you play in the gym with the dolls and the big DOLLS. Go ahead and call your Manson GANG off, we don’t have a chandelier to hang me on anyway! There’s a doll HOUSE over there to practice playing house with your little FAMILY.

Oh my God, I am a grown woman, I am not a little GIRL regressing into my past. I have a future with my lover and two KIDS, I belong to HOLLYWOOD!

Ha-ha, you and me both don’t you wish this would go to a screenplay so I can get discovered? You’re in a DELUSION you woke up from a COMATOSE in a make believe world.

Oh well, that’s exactly what I’ve done now that I’m awake I don’t like my circumstance. I WANT to go HOME.

No you remember me from 25 years ago when I gave you puree food and watched your oxygen on the MACHINE?

No I don’t, I don’t recall you!

Well I waited on you and served you for a year and a half while you were in a coma-tose. I watched your vital signs rise and fall, but I NEVER gave up on you. Your husband Charles visited every day and fed you so you would COME too. He took care of you in this HOSPITAL. I saw that you weren’t too COGNITIELY ORIENTED. I stayed with you until Charles took you home. I never thought
you were well enough to meet a stranger to use you in PICTURES SHOWS. Why would you sleep with a stranger when you were married to Charles so HAPPILY and had a home.

DREAMA
I just saw that guy that I dreamt from my COMATOSE slumber and he was MURDOCK, and I was his lover in my DREAMS. I met GOD and he said he would be giving him back to me. HE and I have two KIDS, grown now I’m on the earth I need to get back to CALIFORNIA.

CHARLES
(enters the room)
Hi Victoria, how are you? DID you rest well? No disturbing dreams?

DREAMA
Stop it you’re making fun of my movie damnit if you drained the brake fluid out of my car the night of the wreck

CHARLES
Ok, alright I didn’t come here to fight with you. I wanted to slap your face into a REALITY of you and I.

DREAMA
No, I’m not interested in you, I demand a DIVORCE immediately?

CHARLES
Well, I’ve searched for you for 25 years.LOOK if you knew that you had a life back here you would of called me. I mean you would of RETURNED, right.

DREAMA
I sent you divorce PAPERS and you didn’t Sign them!

CHARLES
Ok, I’m not DIVORCING you, I mean surely
you made MILLIONS of DOLLARS from your stardom, maybe you can get your MONEY and move in the HOME we once shared.

DREAMA
The spirit of Tommy REVEALED that you shot him.

CHARLES
Spirit ha-ha what are you a CLAIRVOYANT a WITCH? Spirits oh you’re sick because you believe your own LIES. I only married you cause I thought we’d have children with a bum. He couldn’t AFFORD you and he stole you when he got STONED out of your wits, and you LAID down with him, you’ve CRUMBS left over from a screw-ed up life.

DREAMA
Then for God’s sake what do you want with me?

CHARLES
I guess I saw you in your MOVIE DIAMONDS & EMERALDS and fell in Love with you all over again.

DREAMA
Oh my movie STARDOM money is not Going in your POCKET!

CHARLES
Well, I SAVED you by bringing you home before you make ass of yourself on screen. Your movie was stupid acting like SOMEONE different killed Tommy every WEEK, and studying them up they made the good MANICOTTI so their off the hook then you WOKE up out of a COMA blame it on me! You’re coming HOME with me tonight and blame it on me! You’re coming HOME with me tonight and blame it on me! You’re coming HOME with me tonight.
No, I’m not, you PAID for two weeks of therapy and I WANT all that I have coming to me. I want to be RESHAPED, and besides I can WORK on my shape, my figure is needing SHAPING up. It will take two weeks to RIDE the stationary bicycle and use the WEIGHTS to improve my FORM.

CHARLES
Your form is GOOD, it’s your silly mind believing a SPIRIT is living in you, Nurse take that SILLY spirit out of her! YOU’VE stood there QUITE a while now I need to be left alone with my WIFE.

CHARGE NURSE
Ok, I’ll be at the Nurses STATION if you need me.

DREAMA
Now all I have to say ABOUT returning my LOVE to you, it’s EITHER there or not.

CHARLES PENCOCK
I’m going to PICK you up and make LOVE to You, KISS me you FOOL, Let’s make love and put it back. you and I.

DREAMA
Oh you get OFF of me, I love my MURDOCK!

CHARGE NURSE
(enters the room)
You take those clothes off and SEDUCE your LEGAL husband. SPEED this up!

DREAMA
You get off me I don’t want to get RAPED (she kicks him and scratches him)

CHARLES PENCOCK
Ok, get off her, you need to take this SEDATIVE.
Dreama fell fast asleep in the meantime MURDOCK called the gang in California to tell them that he found DREAMA MONTGOMERY in an Institute he’s going to need back up.

DREAMA
(wakes up and enters the therapy gym)
I’m MAD at you Charles. I’m going to slap your face The RUBBER DOLL mannequin of Charles. I’m going to rip your clothes and tear them OFF! YOU’RE just a RUBBER DOLL. Dreama become mad and VICKIOUS as she goes to the CHRISTMAS tree ORNAMENT and broke it and cut her wrist lightly when she realized she had become very SUICIDAL she began to scream!

CHARLES NURSE
Oh what have you done! Let me BANDAGE your WRISTS. Let me give you some pain medication and call the DOCTOR. Your husband had brought you some CLEAN PANTIES and clothes, oil PASTELS and a drawing PAD with COVERED sketch pens over here in a bag.

DREAMA
You BANDAGED my wrists so quickly I want to sketch my little NUN friend SALLY using the Doll mannequin.” Dreama began to sketch Sally and use the color COALS in her cape and veil, as she colours Sally slips she burned into the DOLL MANNEQUIN’S body and began to cry. The blood began to POUR through the cloth bandages as the DOCTOR came into the room and TOOK her to SURGERY, to SEW her up. Dreama Please GOD return me to MURDOCK you gave him to me in my COMA TOSE dream. I found him and thanked you many times for this PERSON you put on my path. how else would I’ve KNOWN him cause I dreamt him as Dreama goes to LAY down she sees her mothers imprint on the bed it was an IMPRINT of an angel with wings. Dreama’s mother had just died.

The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen, Or even touched. They must be felt with the heart...Helen Keller

Helen Keller
Now, talk to me not yourself!” She fell into deep sleep when she woke up she went to the chapel and prayed to see MURDOCK. (when she returned to the therapy gym she saw a large gift wrapped with a name tag addressed to her, she opened it quickly. It was a blue guitar. Who delivered this? The card read from your secret angel. The nurse said your brother Murdock brought a housecoat And some personal things, I put them over there.

Dreama sat down on the sofa and began to strum the guitar, and sang
The song 'SUNSHINE ON MY SHOULDERS' makes me happy, sunshine
On my shoulders makes me cry, and if I had a day that I could
give to you, I’d give to you a day just like today. Tears rolled down
her face when she reached into her pocket and pulled out a very large
diamond HEARTSHAPED emerald necklace smothered in diamonds. She sees
someone standing behind the door, it was Murdock in disguise.

DREAMA
Murdock!

MURDOCK
Sh,sh,sh be quiet. Tears rolled down his
face. That’s the most BEAUTIFUL song I ever heard!

DREAMA
Oh honey I WANT to go home, I need to go
home. Please TAKE me home with you. Look
at the doll MANNEQUINS, how they all resemble
our GANG there’s SALLY, Sophie, Brenda, Nadine,
Mike, Jake, Billy, and you! See they look
like us. They OBVIOUSLY saw the movie Diamonds
and made these RUBBER DOLLS. Ten dolls Becky
Sue my WORLD, my friends that GOD chose for
me all from a DREAM.

MURDOCK
I guess I SHOULD of never shared
You with the world in a movie, DIAMONDS & EMERALDS was a mistake.

DREAMA
Look, I need out of HERE, I tried to commit SUICIDE as she holds up her wrists to show where they were SEAMED together.

MURDOCK
No, I can’t BELIEVE this, you’re getting too sick.

DREAMA
I thought that I was NEVER going to see you again, and I GOT depressed missing you, and my friends so I tried to KILL myself in desperation.

100.

MURDOCK
But you SHOULD of known that the LOVE I have for you is so deep and that I would COME after you and find you.

DREAMA
We’ll go HOME soon won’t we? I think I have two WEEKS of therapy scheduled and then I want to get my bird, Gimpy and my OILS and CLOTHES.

MURDOCK
I plan to get you from Charles’s HOME when you RETURN there just be outside on the court YARD. I’ll be in a car in the woods. I’ll disguise myself and come here to the CENTER during the day and I will watch out for you.

DREAMA
Tomorrow is my first day of therapy.

MURDOCK
Ok, play it COOL and get along so your therapy will be a BREEZE. I’ll return in the evenings when the nurse and shrinks go
on the HOME, and CLOCK out, when we’ll eat supper together and don’t talk about me. Be quiet about YOUR business to the shrinks.

DREAMA
Good, ok I won’t tell a single DOLL, honey.

MURDOCK
Looking at every doll again, if I could make a run with you pass the nurses station we would try it. I think that after the psychi-artists saw our movie they understand us better and wanted to adapt out story with mannequins.

CUT TO:

INT. NEXT DAY SNAKE QUEENS BEND TENNESSEE STATE INSTITUTE DAY

PSYCHIATRIST
Good morning, I’d LIKE to return your Name back to VICTORIA PENCOCK.

DREAMA
No, PLEASE, I’m Dreama Montgomery.

PSYCHIATRIST
Well you’re a LITTLE bit delusional if you’re going to be a role from your dreams. We must diminish that and re-move Dreama Montgomery eventually.

DREAMA
Oh, but she’s the stung me, I hate Vic-toria Pencock, she’s part of Charles and is no longer WITH him.

PSYCHIATRIST
We have to get you two together to talk So you can MEND and repair the relation-
Ship and go on with your marriage.

DREAMA
No, I wish to DIVORCE Charles.

PSYCHIATRIST
Oh alright which DOLL is the most important to you?

DREAMA
The one that is DRESSED like a nun, Sally she is the most significant to me. She TAUGHT me to walk the Christian Path.

PSYCHIATRIST
Ok, so what is it you want from Sally the NUN doll?

DREAMA
I want her to WALK me out of this institute and to the CONVENT in REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA.

PSYCHIATRIST
Ok, so you won’t be returning back to Mr. PENCOCK?

DREAMA
No, in my heart I belong to MURDOCK whom I’ve been with for twenty-five years! I belong to MURDOCK, I no longer belong to Charles.

PSYCHIATRIST
Alright Sally IT is, when you go to bed tonight I want you to say a prayer for SISTER SALLY will enter you in your world again and if it is God’s will, then you will be rejoined with her. Sally will power of prayer talking to bring you home to the COVENANT of SISTERS.

DREAMA
YES I will.

PSYCHIATRIST
Can you show a perfect day with the little dolls and the doll HOUSE about you and your GANG and how Sister Sally helps your TRIBE. Ok say this little doll is Charles how would you interact with him?

DREAMA
Goodbye Charles I belong to the NUN covenant and I am DIVORCING you and leave me alone. I don’t want to see you ever again!

PSYCHIATRIST
Oh excellent, now I see we have to get you a lawyer to DIVORCE you and he so you can be free to go forward and not be tied back here to Charles.

DREAMA
Good you FINALLY understand.

PSYCHIATRIST
Yes, and I want you to eat, and enjoy YOUR evening.

EXT. HOSPITAL DINING ROOM MOMENTS LATER

MURDOCK
Hi, I SNUCK in with this disguise.

DREAMA
I’ve been taking my therapy with a shrink acting out DIALOGUE with the little DOLLS. I’M WEARING Sallys nun CAPE AND HAT.

MURDOCK
HUH, You made the DOLLS talk?

DREAMA
hmmmmmmmm, she GIGGLED, I wonder what DOLL mannequin I’ll make love to tonight.
MURDOCK
Hush, I’m not to get JEALOUS of a
Doll MANNEQUIN but of course if I had
My choice it would be you always in my
Dreams.

EXT. THERAPY ROOM NEXT DAY AFTERNOON

Dreama is about to have therapy with a leading psychiatrist from
MOCCASIN BEND.

PSYCHIATRIST
Could you go over the abduct-
tion with Murdock when you first.

DREAMA
I met Murdock at a store and went out to eat with him we moved to Cal-
ifornia where he had family, and we formed a group of friends and I visit-
ed the NUN covenant, where I met Sally. we grew together, and I belong to them and not Charles any more.

PSYCHIATRIST
Oh, Murdock it is, I think you are go-
ing home in a few days with Charles, don’t Return back to HOLLYWOOD where it’s a RHINESTONE LUST for DIAMONDS DUST.!

DREAMA
Good bye
EXT. INSTITUTE WITH CHARLES GOING HOME NEXT DAY

CHARLES
It’s time to go home on,
Dreama, pack your things.

DREAMA
I can’t wait to get out of here.

INT. GOING HOME FROM THE HOSPITAL MOMENTS LATER

DREAMA
My pink Victorian MANSION,
it’s BEAUTIFUL! I feel like
I’ve been GONE one MILLION
YEARS. (she opens the door
and runs and plays ‘HOW GREAT
THOU ART’ on the piano)

CHARLES
Do you REMEMBER Gimpy

DREAMA
Hi Gimpy, my 100 YEAR old Macaw.

CHARLES
I’m going to shower, we’ll go for DINNER after while.

EXT. LIVING ROOM VICTORIAN HOME AFTERNOON

(song plays on their radio ‘GOOD BYE TIMES’ by CONWAY TWITTY)

(Dreama takes her BIRD in its cage and grabs her oil paints And sketches and a bag of clothes. She steps out on the COURT YARD dressed in a red riding hood cape)

MURDOCK
(picks her up with a WOLFE mask on and puts her in the car.)

DREAMA
Oh MURDOCK!

MURDOCK
He places the Diamond & emerald Necklace over her head, let’s go Home and live Happily ever after.

(he places the necklace around her neck)

THE END